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Institute News

The
President
speaks
the June council meeting was very
productive in focusing on issues of the Sector
Skills Strategy group(SSSg) and the new
doeS oﬃce contract, the oﬃce it and
website , student membership and our
strategy. by the time you read this, i hope
that the contract will have been approved by
the SSSg who intend to take some increased
levels of responsibility for their undertaking,
the it and website functional requirement
will have been issued to contractors to
submit their proposals. the changes to
Student membership mean that training
providers who are company members can
enrol Student members for a year at a
discount price of £10 per member.

ken cross has been to various conferences
concerned with providing government
funding to support training and apprentices.
at our next council meeting to be held in
nottingham at the head oﬃces of the
institute of Quarrying and the mineral
products Qualification council (mpQc), i
intend to shorten the council meeting and
hold an “open meeting” with invited parties,
to address the issue of the institute’s route to
membership and how that meets the
requirements of the national occupational
Standards. it is my intention that this
gathering of views and solutions will deliver
a robust set of arrangements that is clear to
all parties. it will also provide an opportunity
to develop a common understanding
between the institute and the explosives
engineers educational and research trust in
meeting our individual and separate
strategic aims.

i have also been to liverpool docks to see
ramora, one of our company members,
remove some redundant lock gates using a
new form of cutting charge. thank you to
dave welch for organising my visit. both
these events reminded me that the institute
is a broad church of professionals from
across all explosives disciplines from civil to
military and every so often we should
remind ourselves of that fact and that all our
welcome. it was interesting to note in the
news that three cooling towers at didcot,
the home of 11 regiment (eod), were
demolished by explosives recently
(see page 31).
other members of council have been
equally busy, by attending the hillhead
exhibition where alan morley, ian mckay
and nigel taylor were very successful in
promoting the institute and networking
with other professional bodies, companies
and individuals.

as i am writing this is July, i hope you all had
a good summer holiday.

John Wolstenholme
ceng FiStrute mice miexpe

in addition, a web page for the SSSg and the
early careers Focus group has been added to
our existing website to maximise the benefits
generated by both these groups.
recently i have had great pleasure in
awarding the institute prize to Sam lewis on
his graduation from the camborne School of
mines and had an opportunity to talk to
several other graduates about the benefits of
professional registration through the
institute. we are fortunate to have the
camborne School of mines and other such
undergraduate facilities that can produce
such well trained graduates who now have
an opportunity to practice their chosen
discipline all over the world.

Calling all
Student
Members
were you aware that
you are entitled to an
institute id card for
the duration of your
membership. the
cards cost £10 and are
valid for the year of
your membership. if you are interested
please contact the Secretariat and a have
recent head and shoulders photograph
available.
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above: the president with dave welch of ramora
on site at location of removing existing dock gates in
liverpool docks using cutting charges.
left: the president at camborne School of mines
presenting Sam lewis with the institute prize for best
explosives study.
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Institute
web site
have you looked at the web
site recently and seen that
much more is being placed
there. when visiting the web
site, if you spot something
that is out of date please let
the Site editor, dan perkins,
know.
website: http://iexpe.org
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The Sector Skills Strategy Group
the Sector Skills Strategy group (SSSg)
developed from a study known as the tisley
report. that study investigated the skill base
demographics of the explosives sector and
clearly showed the work force was getting
older, that there was a reduced skills investment
resulting in fewer future suitably qualified
people being attracted to, or retained in, the
sector. at the same time there were increasing
demands for greater safety and a need to
demonstrate the competence of staﬀ working
in the explosives sector to the regulatory bodies.
tisley recognised that there was a need for a
common approach across the explosives
sector and he recommended the
establishment of an “entity” to
• act as a focal point for the explosives,
substances and articles (eSa) community
• act as a lobbying organisation for the
community
• maintain a register of eSa experts
• facilitate secondments, collaborations and
information flow
• organise conferences, workshops and
similar events
the Sector Skills Strategy group, a subscriptionbased sector representative organisation, took
this forward, accepting the recommendation
that the iexpe was ideally suited to represent
the eSa community and champion the
introduction of Standards. iexpe, assisted and
funded by SSSg members, recruited a project
manager for the development oﬃce for
explosives Skills (pm doeS).
the primary pm tasks were:
• Secretariat to the Sector Skills Strategy
group
• manage the explosives sector’s plan for
rebuilding and sustaining explosives skills.
• Sponsor the Standards Setting body and
manage the upkeep of its outputs.
Since its inception the SSSg has established a
series of expert working groups covering:
• explosives disposal processes working
group (edpwg)
• manufacturing, processing and
configuration control (mpcc ewg)
• Storage
• explosive Safety management (eSm ewg)
• test, trials and evaluation – ranges or
laboratories (t&t ewg)
the SSSg meets four times a year normally on
the same day as the Standards Setting body, so
that there is cross-fertilisation. the SSSg also
has a section on the institute web site where
the work of the group will be posted and
future editions of the journal will report on the
work of the sub groups.

Registrations
Professional Registration statistics as at
21st July 2014

Qualified
in progress

ceng
21
6

ieng
4
1

eng tech
3
0

congratulations to richard battrick ceng,
who passed his professional registration
interview (pri) at buntingford on 2nd July
2014.
richard battrick
has been the
director of
explosive
ordnance and
disposal (eod) for
maritime asset
Security and
training ltd
(maSt) in malta
for four years after
a long career in the royal navy. he has 25
years of british operational, military and
commercial project management experience,
including advanced eod, diving and
underwater eod qualifications, which has
resulted in him supporting various initiatives
to help aﬀect industry change for the
management of uxo in the near shore and
oﬀshore environments.
Professionalisation of Explosives
Engineering within the MOD
there has been a surge of interest, leading
to a number of application packs being sent
out, from the mod de&S staﬀ at abbey
wood in bristol. this is due to the eﬀorts of
lt col chris child and a change in policy and
attitude within the weapons operating
centre, requiring more people in technical
posts to have professional registrations.
i held an impromptu series of 1:1 meetings
with interested members of staﬀ at abbey
wood in the afternoon of the 14th may,
following on directly from the SSSg meeting
at QinetiQ bristol in the morning. the level of
interest then increased and i held two further
briefings and a series of 1:1s on the 16th July.
cpd is also high in the minds of engineers at
dstl Fort halstead and i gave a lunchtime
briefing there on the 15th July.
the chairman of the Swedish branch and i
took the opportunity to brief the md (Sales)
of dynasafe protection Systems in karlskoga
on the benefits of membership of the
institute and professional registration while i
was there on business in early June.

CPD requirements
on the subject of cpd, the members of
council been saying for many months, if
not years, that we would set an expectation
on our professional registrants. at the
council meeting on the 25th June, it was
agreed that "the institute of explosives
engineers expects our professional
registrants to undertake 30 hours cpd per
year and strongly recommend that our
members and associates do the same."
the guideline cpd requirement is to
undertake a minimum of 30 hours cpd per
year, which could be split as follows:
Area
personal technical
knowledge/skills
Job role technical
knowledge/skills
personal soft skills

Number of hours
ten hours
ten hours
ten hours

Number of hours Examples
planned CpD
at least ten hours training courses, seminars,
targeted academic or selfstudy or work experience
opportunities such as
secondments;
unplanned CpD
remaining balance ad-hoc opportunities and
(up to 20 hours)
less structured activities,
such as attending events and
exhibitions, self-study, etc.

MyCareerPath
all iexpe professional registrants, applicants
and other members of any grade are
encouraged to make use of mycareerpath,
the engineering council's cpd software
package that is available to you, free of
charge, through the iexpe website at
http://iexpe.org/professional-registration/
continuous-professional-development-cpd
candidates applying for registration
through all routes are required to show
evidence that they have taken steps to
ensure their competence is developed and
maintained. they must also show that they
intend to continue with this program of
recorded professional development.
cpd must be recorded and your evidence
can be kept in any reasonable form,
including conventional pen and paper
records. however, an on-line system helps
organise the record and assists applicants in
realising the ongoing commitment to cpd
that is required to maintain their
registration. it also enables you to have
your evidence reviewed by simply sending
an email to your reviewer direct from the
software.

Ken Cross mbe ceng mSc bSc(hons) Fiexpe

Alan Morley mSc bSc miexpe
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Branch reports
South (Central and West)
Branch
the quarterly branch meeting on 3 June
2014 took place at the iSSee establishment
at the centre for homeland Security,
chilmark, Salisbury. 22 branch members
attended the meeting, plus five of the iSSee
staﬀ, which was a great turnout once again.
gordon Storey and the team at iSSee very
kindly oﬀered their facilities for the meeting,
and provided some excellent demonstrations
and a presentation as well.
the meeting started with the usual 15
minutes of branch business, including a
quick review of how the institute’s agm and
annual conference had gone, along with a
presentation to rob hart for the iexpe
Journal award 2013, including a remarkably
staged photograph (just for the record, of
course). rob’s article was titled "impregnate
me with your wisdom: giving and asking for
advice when safety management goes
haywire (or: the art of salt buckets and
sucking eggs when it comes to safety
management)”. another branch member,
holli kimble, also won a prize for the 40th
anniversary Journal awards competition, in
the members’ category. holli was presented
with her award at the institute’s agm. her
article was titled “critical review of novel
detection methods for buried explosives.”
iSSee then laid on a demonstration, a
practical session and a tour of the facilities:
Demonstration: we all assembled outside
for a demonstration of the eﬀect of
confinement on low explosives. a 500g pile
of loose black powder was initiated,
resulting in a large fireball and smoke cloud.
then 10g of black powder contained in a
35mm film cartridge with confinement
provided by copious amounts of duct tape
was initiated, resulting in a more violent
reaction.
Practical: we were given the opportunity to
set up detonators under supervision in
various configurations to further
demonstrate the eﬀect of confinement on
the explosive eﬀect. the charges were:
detonator in plastic container with air;
detonator in plastic container with water;
detonator placed in sand; detonator in
contact with pig’s trotter. the pig’s trotter is
used as a simulator for the eﬀect of
explosives on a human hand. For some it
was good to get refresher training and to
04

holli kimble who
won the members'
category of the
2014 iexpe Journal
awards
competition with
rob hart, winner
of the Journal
award 2013.

get ‘hands on’ in a range environment again,
and for others it provided a great ‘first look’
at actual explosives handling.
Tour: the tour began in the Search house
where much of the practical ied search
training is conducted. the building has
several diﬀerent rooms which are set up as a
kitchen, living room, storage area, garage,
etc. these rooms can be used to
demonstrate and test students on search
techniques. we also saw outside search
areas including a bus, a train carriage,
various cars and a vehicle track, as well as an
ammunition processing/storage facility. the
tour concluded with a look at the collection
of inert/drill/model conventional
ammunition and realistic mock‐ups of ieds.
Presentation: we were also given an
unexpected 'bonus presentation' about a
new piece of software that allows 3d
imagery to be very simply constructed from
either three still digital photographs or from
the videos of three moving cameras. there
are clear applications for this technology in
crime scene investigation (e.g. pre‐ and
post‐examination shots for comparison),
search training, vvip pre‐visit checks and
more.
presentation: Steve mockett of iSSee,
formerly So15, gave an excellent
presentation about explosive incidents that
have changed the way we live and travel.
we got a very interesting insight into various
successful and unsuccessful plots within the
uk and internationally, which have led to
improved security controls and measures.
this provided a great conclusion to the
evening.
thanks are once again extended to gordon
Storey and the team at iSSee for their kind,
generous support in providing the facility,
refreshments and activities. this was another
excellent evening.
over the last year or so, the branch has
provided a varied mix of presentations
during the meeting schedule. these have
been on various facets of the explosives
industry including:

branch members assembled outside.

•
pyrotechnics
•
re-enactment
•
defence applications
•
Safety
•
environmental management
•
design
•
Quality assurance
the branch has continued to use varied
locations throughout the region, including
Shrivenham, Somerset, aldermaston, and
bristol.
please get in touch through the institute
Secretariat if you wish to attend any of the
meetings or to be added to the email
distribution list.

Rob Hart ceng aiema miexpe chairman
Ian MacDonald Watson ceng miet miexpe
vice chairman

Holli Kimble meng mSc miexpe amimeche
branch Secretary

West Country Branch
on the 24th april 2014 a joint meeting
between the devon and cornwall branch of
the institute of Quarrying and the west
country branch of the institute of explosives
engineers was held at launceston rugby club
on the track and trace of explosive
regulations that are due to come into force
2014/2015 presented by dave mathias
(explosive liaison oﬃcer for devon and
cornwall constabulary). the meeting was
attended by a few members of the west
country branch.
after dave’s presentation there was a very
lively question and answering session from
the audience regarding the new regulations.
dave was able to answer all concerns and
questions on the regulations. everyone went
away feeling more informed about the
upcoming regulations.
we are open to suggestions on any technical
evenings that people would like. please
contact Jonathan attwood (current devon
and cornwall branch ioQ chairman) via email
jonathanattwood@hotmail.com. if any
forthcoming ioQ events happening in the
area are of relevance to the institute of
explosive engineers, Jonathan will contact
you all via the Secretariat.
Jonathan Attwood
branch Secretary
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DOES PM report
Singapore Branch News
in the 1st and 2nd quarter of 2014, the Singapore branch
continued to focus its activities on providing education and
training to the Singapore explosives community. in april
this year, the institute had engaged the fireworks guru,
dr. tom Smith from uk, to deliver a three day training
workshop on managing the safety of the major fireworks
display for the 2014 national day Fireworks display
organising committee. the objective was to equip the
committee with the knowledge and understanding on
hazard and risk of fireworks products and the international
best safety practices for the fireworks display to enable the
organising committee to demonstrate satisfactorily their
safety management skills required to ensure the national
day Fireworks display at the marina bay will pose an alarp
risk to the performers and public. the course concluded
with a presentation given by norman yen (after his
educational tour to china Fireworks administration in
liyang huana) on the challenges faced by china in
managing the product safety of their fireworks which are
exported overseas. we understand about 75% of the
fireworks sold in the world are produced in china.
Training workshop for managing the safety of public
fireworks display, 2014.
regarding training development, norman yen initiated a
discussion with the military and civilian explosives
regulators as well as industry players on the eﬀort to
harmonise the performance standards and training needs
for military and civilian explosives workers in Singapore.
Four key explosives functional roles had been identified for
harmonisation; i.e. safety management, storage,
transportation and disposal. Singapore branch is exploring
the option of adopting the national occupational Standards
for eSa developed by the uk SSb for emSo. preliminary
discussion with hSQ on how to obtain approval for an
appointed centre in Singapore has also been initiated during
the attendance of norman at the institute agm in may 2014.
alan morley,
then
president of
iexpe, visited
the Singapore
branch.
in may 2014, the oil well explosives industry in brunei has
asked the Singapore branch to help to conduct an explosives
safety course on storage, transport and handling. the course
objective is to enable the attendees to demonstrate
satisfactory knowledge and understanding of the hazards
and risks of explosive substances/articles, as well as the
international safety standards and best practice for the
storage and transportation of explosives. the course would
be organised in collaboration with the royal brunei
technical Services.

the doeS pm team have been working to maintain the output normally
provided by allan hinton, who remains on his sabbatical in the sun and sand,
working towards the repatriation of all uk personnel and equipment from
afghanistan.
Since the annual review of doeS pm activities in the last Journal, there have
been many diverse events taking place. the Sector Skills Steering group
(SSSg) met in bristol on 14th may and, by the time you read this, will have
met at boscombe down on 27th august. the Standards Setting body (SSb),
responsible for the development and management of the national
occupational Standards (noS) had a meeting at demS training regiment,
bicester on 2nd July with the next occurring in the same location on 22nd
october. these meetings are crucial to the future development of noS and
their subsequent use in underpinning the training that is required by the
explosives sector. the SSSg now publishes some of its work and documents
on the front page of the institute’s website. this will increase when the new
website comes on line.
the explosives engineers alumni are renamed the early careers Forum and
will also have a presence on the institute’s website in the future. membership
is free and is available to all in the explosives sector; graduate, apprentice or
any employee who works with explosives and who is in the first five years of
their career. holli kimble is the Forum chairperson, and as an iexpe council
member can be contacted through the Secretariat in the first instance. the
Forum is free from external review and therefore encourages a free exchange
of views and ideas. it has a unique place in the sector as the chairperson now
has a permanent seat at the SSSg. this allows early careers Forum members
to have their ideas, concerns and points, delivered direct to the senior staﬀ in
the explosives sector companies without “management filtering” en route.
the SSSg continues to sponsor a number of expert working groups who each
have specific aims and outputs. the ewg chairmen are now required to
provide a written update to each SSSg meeting and one or two of them will
provide a personal brief to the SSSg meetings, on rotation. dr rhydian harries,
Qinetiq, has been developing hazard identification and risk Sentencing
workshops using incidents held on the hSe/mod database. this work will
continue throughout the summer with the aim of gaining lessons from past
incidents. the test trials & evaluation working group and explosives
disposals processes working group have both been involved in this work.
other doeS pm work included attending the “tackling youth unemployment
2014: enhancing inclusion, education and opportunities to employment”
seminar conducted by the Skills Funding agency. this centered on what
government funding (central or local) might be available to members of the
SSSg for taking on young employees. there were two young worker age
brackets discussed: 16-18 and 19-24. this is about employers running a work
placement or work experience scheme in conjunction with their local
education providers. this will be put to the next SSSg meeting.
the doeS pm contract formally came to an end on 31st may 2014. however,
residual funding remains in place to run this forward on a monthly basis for a
period to allow the SSSg members to agree on a way ahead. a paper which
includes objectives and required outputs is being discussed by members. it is
anticipated that the way ahead will be decided at the next meeting on 27th
august, which will be after publication of this article.

Norman Yen(add postnominals)

Finally, the ome Symposium takes place 30th September to 1st october. you
are strongly encouraged to book, however late, to attend this SSSg
sponsored event at cranfield, Shrivenham. it was an excellent event last year
with over 250 attendees and promises to exceed expectations this year.
provided that the SSSg continues with the doeS pm role at its 27th august
meeting, you will receive regular updates in future Journals.

Singapore branch

Paul Harris Qgm Fcmi Finstlm miexpe
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Feature

Using National Occupational Standards
in Explosive Substances and Articles
to develop competence
by Denise Clarke ba ma miod aiexpe
This paper was given in the form of a PowerPoint presentation at the annual
conference of the Institute of Explosives Engineers (IExpE) that took place
on 2nd May 2014 in Glasgow.
The purpose of the presentation was to explain how the Explosive
Substances and Articles (ESA) National Occupational Standards (NOS) can
be used as management tools for a range of purposes all relating to the
measurement and development of competence in working with explosives.

What is "competence"?
Competence (ie the british spelling) is
generally considered to mean functional
competence ie what people do but
Competency (ie the american spelling) is
generally considered to mean behavioural
traits ie what you are.
however, any research that you might do
on the internet will show you that there is
little agreement on what either of these
terms means.
the uk has adopted the moloney & gealy
model of competence1 when developing
national occupational Standards ie:
competence is the ability to perform
consistently to occupational standards
the relationship between the eSa
standards and other performance-related
specifications can be described by the
following model:

diagram 1.

1 moloney & gealy (1985) the components of Job
competence, Fe Staff college, blagdon.
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there are three drivers to performance:
targets and objectives, technical
competences and behavioural
competencies. the pyramid explains the
relationship between these. targets and
objectives are agreed at performance
appraisals and state the quantified annual
expectations of staﬀ. these will probably
change every year ie these are annuals.
however, in addition to achieving specific
targets and objectives, people need to
maintain the organization’s good practice
in what they do: in other words, they need
to achieve the requirements of technical
competences. the technical competences
describe what people do in their jobs and
the standards they should maintain
continuously. these are sometimes also
known as functional competences or
standards. these are the eSa standards.
these quality expectations are permanent –
ie they are perennials.

diagram 2.

in order to help achieve their targets and
objectives and maintain the required
quality expectations, people also need to
exhibit certain personal qualities – what
people are ie behavioural competencies
(also often known as personal qualities). For
example, if you are a sales assistant, it
would be helpful to develop the quality of
customer focus. to continue the gardening
analogy, the behavioural competencies are
the compost that helps the annuals and
perennials grow and bloom.
The uses of standards
Standards lie at the heart of all hr
processes. there are in fact many possible
uses of standards in a range of hr processes
as described by the diagram below.
by describing what an organization expects
of its staﬀ, standards can be used for many
diﬀerent purposes completely separate
from qualifications purposes such as:

Feature
•

recruitment and selection - eg job
adverts, interview aide memoires, job
descriptions, role profiles;
• appraisal – standards amplify an
organization’s expectations; appraisals
can be more objective and evidencebased;
• training needs analysis – through selfassessment, development discussions,
360° feedback, personal development
plans, audits of team strengths and
development needs;
• training syllabus design – based on the
requirements of the standards;
• career management – eg career maps,
career planning tools;
• succession planning – systematic
approaches to talent management
based on an organization’s analysis of
development needs;
• demonstration of a commitment to
known quality standards, investment in
people and the ability to comply with
legislation, regulation and codes of
practice;
… and many more specific applications
within each part of the hr cycle.
So, people can be recruited, trained,
measured and developed against the same
objective specifications.
Coverage of the ESA standards
the national occupational Standards (noS)
were developed by, with and for the uk
explosives industry by the Standards
Setting body for explosives, munitions and
Search occupations (the SSb for emSo) and
were published in 2006.
there are 13 “key roles” (see below). each
key role contains a number of standards –
usually, around 20 – 25. the entire suite
comprises 259 explosives-specific
standards. they are written so as to
describe competence from basic support
(uk level 1), operator (uk level 2),
supervisor (uk level 3) to operational
management (uk level 4).
the suite of eSa standards covers all the
uses of explosives except for
engineering/mineral extraction purposes
(which was never fully developed) and
mining and quarrying for which standards
already exist.
the eSa standards cover the use of
explosives in the following areas:
• research, design and development;
• Safety management;
• test and evaluation;
• manufacture;
• maintenance;

Unit 13.11

Hand over explosive substances and/or articles

Contexts
• hand over: issuing; receiving
• hand over condition: when in an acceptable condition; when not in
an acceptable condition
Performance criteria
you need to:
a. work safely at all times, complying
with health and safety,
environmental and other relevant
regulations, legislation and
guidelines
b. confirm the identity of explosive
substances and/or articles against
the specification/documentation
c. confirm that the condition of the
explosive substances and/or
articles is in an acceptable
handover condition
d. ensure that the information
exchanged at handover is
accurate, up to date and complete
e. obtain additional information if
there are any areas of doubt or
lack of clarity to complete the
handover
f. ensure that handover recipients
are authorised and qualified to
receive the explosive substances
and/or articles
g. ensure that safety and quality
requirements are met
h. report any problems beyond your
level of authority to the
appropriate person
i. ensure that complete, clear and
accurate records are made of the
handover, and are exchanged

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge requirements
you need to know and understand:
i. the health, safety and environmental
legislation, regulations and safe working
practices and procedures governing
explosives, and their implications for your
area of work
ii. the relevance of personal protective
equipment (ppe)
iii. the nature, characteristics, hazards and risks
of the explosive substances and/or articles
iv. the specification and classification of the
explosive substances and/or articles
v. the actions to be taken in response to an
unplanned event
vi. the limitations, and any specific
requirements, of the explosive substances
and/or articles (eg transport, storage, etc)
vii. labelling requirements
viii. any environmental considerations aﬀecting
or prohibiting handover
ix. any operational considerations aﬀecting or
prohibiting handover
x. how to carry out a risk assessment
xi. the moment of transfer of responsibility
xii. the information needed to complete the
handover
xiii. the possible courses of action open to you
(eg locating sources of information, refusal of
handover)
xiv. recipients’ qualification requirements
xv. the requirements of handover
documentation
xvi. reporting lines and procedures

procurement;
Storage;
transport;
Facilities management;
entertainment;
logistic disposal;
munition clearance and search;
Semi-generic supporting activities.

Structure of a standard
each standard comprises three
components:
• “performance criteria“ - which are the
measures by which someone’s
competence is judged;
• “Contexts” - which describe the
parameters of someone’s competence;

•

“Knowledge” - which relates to that
essential knowledge needed for
competent performance.

each standard is written in terms of
outcomes which therefore makes them
measurable. an example is given above.
to prove their competence, users of a
standard would need to meet all the
performance criteria in all the relevant
contexts.
to do this, they must have a certain amount
of knowledge and understanding that
cannot be inferred from competent
performance. this is listed in the
“knowledge requirements”. users’
knowledge would be tested against these
07

Feature
specifications (often verbally, by their
assessor or perhaps in writing at the end of
the training assessment). however, whilst the
knowledge requirements could be assessed
by an examination, achievement of the
performance criteria and contexts could not.
we have come across situations where
incidents have occurred because operators
did not understand what to do when
something unexpected happened. in one
case, the results were fatal. So, knowledge
point 4 is crucial. a sad and current example
of this is the recent korean ferry disaster.
you will see that proof of knowledge or
competence in some areas comes up again
and again (eg performance criterion and
knowledge points 1 - 4). evidence of
competence against such items can be
cross-referenced and carried over to provide
proof for the same statements in other
standards where the context of the standard
is related.
Benefits of standards and qualifications
For individuals, working to standards:
• acknowledges and accredits
competence
• provides portable recognition of
achievement
• clarifies what is expected of you.
For employers, working to standards:
• promotes consistency of practice
• assures employees’ competence
• are useful as management and
development tools.
in the main, individuals are interested in
qualifications and employers are more
interested in using the standards.
we have come across a whole raft of
benefits attached to the implementation of
standards and/or qualifications. an example
is QinetiQ’s experiences and the benefits
they found just from the preparatory phase
of implementing the standards when they
were training their assessors and verifiers.
this can be found as a case study on hSQ’s
website on the ‘documents’ page.
please go to:
http://www.homelandsecurityqualifications.
co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/
business-benefits-of-operatingcompetence-based-qualifications.pdf
in the SaFex newsletter, no 48, 1st Qtr. 2014,
article by the author, there are descriptions
of the benefits found by some of the
supervisors who implement the eSa
standards.
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Implementing standards
if you decide that you wish to implement
the eSa noS to develop your staﬀ’s
competence in working with explosives,
there are a number of considerations that
you would be advised to take into account.

For job advertisements, you need to use the
standard title, performance criteria and
contexts to form the specification of the
skills and experience that you are seeking
whilst the knowledge helps to inform the
person specification.

here are some tips on successful
implementation:
• be clear about what you are going to use
the standards for and why;
• run a pilot first to iron out the glitches
before going live;
• people are frightened of the word
“competence” because of the
implications of its opposite:
“incompetence”. give people a positive
experience and help them manage their
fears;
• you must have senior management
support to implement such an initiative;
• integrate the standards into human
resources (hr) processes (eg building
role profiles mapped to the eSa
standards into performance appraisal
systems;
• identify of sources of evidence;
• get managers and appraisees used to
assessment against standards (this
means briefing and training both groups
– not just management);
• consider quality assurance – how are
you going to ensure that everyone will
be treated fairly and equally?
• act on your findings – for example, you
might identify the need for more or
diﬀerent support (eg time, better
systems or communications.

For interview aide-memoires, you can use
the performance criteria to suggest
questions that could be asked to elicit
evidence of a candidate’s achievements in
this area and make interviewing notes.

role profiles
if you are going to implement the eSa noS,
you need to start by creating explosives role
profiles so that you know which standards
are relevant to which roles. if you create role
profiles, you will have a specification of the
outputs that people are expected to achieve
(as opposed to the responsibilities or inputs
usually listed in job descriptions) which will
be measurable, ie the performance criteria,
contexts and knowledge.
So, you will be able to recruit, train, appraise,
develop and promote people against the
same, objective specification. working to
standards will then inform people’s personal
development plans by identifying specific
development needs.
recruitment and selection
assuming that you have developed role
profiles, with some judicious copying and
pasting, you can use the standards for all
sorts of purposes.

performance appraisals using the
standards
the same points apply to using the
standards for appraisal purposes as to their
general implementation (see earlier).
it is well worth running a small pilot
scheme first before rolling out the system
to all explosives workers. this means that
you will need to brief everyone concerned
ie including appraisees as well as managers.
managers and appraisees should sit down
together with a copy of the standards and
agree the priority standards on which
appraisees will concentrate based on:
• the needs of the current job role;
• the needs of future job roles;
• operational needs and priorities;
• their personal preference and abilities.
it is a good idea for individuals to assess
themselves against the standards before
meeting their manager. this is more likely
to lead to an informed and objective
discussion. together, they should agree
whether the individual has met the
requirements of the agreed standards or
not met them (or maybe they have
exceeded them?)
the agreed development needs can then
be carried over onto a personal
development plan (pdp).
obviously, as with any other process, the
system needs to be managed: managers
and appraisees will need time to work on
the standards and assemble the evidence
of their achievement and of course, there is
a cost attached to this.
however, there are significant benefits to
be gained: greater clarity of expectations,
improved motivation, better
communications and working relationships
– not to mention the possibility of
enhanced performance and
competitiveness.

Feature
Training
the standards can be used to identify
training needs in a number of ways:
• self assessment;
• appraisals;
• 360 degree feedback;
• team audits against standards.
if you add up all the individual training
needs and commission future training to
deliver against these needs, you will have a
much better use of your training budget as
it will be focused on specific and quantified
needs and it will all be directed to achieving
operational needs as described by the role
profiles.
you can map the standards to internally
and externally delivered training. this
approach should make it easier to manage
outsourced trainers because you will be
able to poinpoint more clearly your
requirements.
remember that development needs might
best be met through interventions other
than formal, classroom training eg:
• better communication;
• clarification of expectations/
procedures;
• coaching;
• more practice;
• short seminars delivered by colleagues
or managers;
• assignments;
• projects;
• job swaps;
• reading;
• internet/resource centre research;
• & etc & etc.
Career management and succession
planning
if you add up individuals’ explosives skills,
competences, qualifications and
achievements, you will have a clear picture
of the organization’s explosives-specific skill
strengths – ie how many and which
individuals are competent in diﬀerent
occupational areas.
if you add up individuals’ development
needs, you have a clear picture of the
organization’s skills weaknesses – ie how
many and which individuals need training
and development in diﬀerent occupational
areas. this can help with benchmarking
against competitors.
From individuals’ perspective, they will have
a far clearer idea as to what they need to do
to progress their careers – a very motivating
factor.

once you have this sort of information, you
can develop robust career management
strategies and pathways to help your
organization meet future manpower
challenges.
extracts of relevant documents to help
manage these processes were included in
the author's last Safex newsletter article
(number nl48). this can be found on hSQ’s
website on the ‘news’ page.
please go to: http://www.homelandsecurity
qualifications.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/
2014/04/ nl48.pdf
HSQ's explosives qualifications
this paper has looked at the uses of the eSa
noS for personal development purposes
and as management tools. but they have a
further use which is to accredit the
competence of people in their jobs when
used in qualifications.
implementing qualifications provides
independent, external validation of
internally assessed competence. this is the
sort of assurance of competence that the
health & Safety executive is seeking in the uk.
homeland Security Qualifications has been
recognized by the uk explosives industry
through the SSb as an industry-recognized
awarding body. we oﬀer three diﬀerent
types of vocational qualification:
• competence-based qualifications that
are compliant with the national
Qualifications and credit Framework
(QcF) (they are written as learning
outcomes and assessment criteria and
derive directly from the eSa standards);
• vocational qualifications (vQs) based on
the existing, nationally accredited eSa
noS – qualifications exist between
levels 1 (basic support) and level 4
(operational management). although
the standards have been nationally
accredited, these qualifications have not
although they are recognized by the
industry. they are based directly on the
eSa standards (ie they comprise
performance criteria, context and
knowledge);
• bespoke qualifications – probably
recognized by most as awarding bodyrecognized company training.
our nationally accredited qualifications
cover a number of qualifications in defence
range Safety, munition clearance and
Search, using Small arms, the movement of
explosives, explosives Storage, explosives
maintenance, explosives operations,
explosives Supervision and relief
operations.

all hSQ’s qualifications involve an
occupationally competent, qualified
assessor to assess the candidate and they
require internal and external verification of
assessment processes. note that assessors
and internal verifiers are employees of the
organization but external verifiers are hSQ
appointees. thus, independent, objective
external validation of internal assessment is
achieved.
evidence must be current, valid, complete,
authentic, suﬃcient and auditable, and can
be obtained by:
• direct observation of the candidate;
• photographic, audio, video or other
electronic recording of candidate
activity;
• the presentation of work produced by
the candidate;
• previous recorded achievement;
• questioning the candidate to assess the
underpinning knowledge and
understanding and/or to authenticate
the validity of other evidence.
Defining and measuring competence
in summary, there are many significant
benefits to measuring people against
objective and detailed descriptions of
competence.
the use of standards and the achievement
of explosives qualifications not only
provides proof of competence but, if
embedded in hr systems, provides
organizations with systematic processes for
capacity-building (both knowledge and
competence) and better targeting of
resources.
we have already seen the cross-industry
recognition of common roles and the uk
explosives industry has recognized
homeland Security Qualifications so that
people moving between employers will be
recognized as competent if they have
achieved an explosives qualification from
hSQ.
whether we like it or not, uk regulators are
taking an increasing interest in the
explosives area to the point of seeking
assurance that organizational policies meets
competence requirements.

Further information: Denise@deniseclarke.co.uk
denise clarke is managing director at homeland
Security Qualifications, london
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Polar explosions:

developing
competent
explosives use
for Antarctic
research
by Dr Andy Smith phd miexpe
british antarctic Survey

Figure 1. a glacier draining
the antarctic ice Sheet on
its way to the ocean (d.g.
vaughan, baS).

Introduction
this paper is not really about explosives. it
resulted from a slightly liberal interpretation
of the theme of the institute of explosives
engineers 2014 annual conference, namely
“developing competency in explosives
Skills”, and from a presentation there that
only partly comprised the actual use of
explosives as its content. although the
presentation was prompted by our use of
explosives for research projects in antarctica,
it also recognised that, to allow that work to
be done safely and eﬀectively requires
competencies in a number of other skills in
addition to actual explosives use, many of
which are not necessarily required in normal
walks of life. hence, whilst the first part of
this paper outlines our work in antarctica
and our use of explosives there, most of it
addresses this wider topic - the additional
competencies we have found that also need
to be incorporated into our operations.
Our business
the british antarctic Survey (baS) is a
component body of the natural environment
research council, one of the uk’s group of
national research councils, currently the
responsibility of the department of
business, innovation and Skills. our remit is
environmental research in earth’s polar
regions, both the arctic and the antarctic;
many of our staﬀ are academic researchers
and we also provide support for researchers
from uk universities and international
collaborations. to support this work we
operate antarctic stations, two icebreakers,
five aircraft and field parties working away
from the stations. Supporting and running
these polar logistics accounts for the
remainder of our staﬀ.
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much of our work is motivated by the
potential future contribution of earth’s ice
sheets to sea level. antarctica and greenland
are both large continental land masses with
huge domes of ice, up to 5km thick, resting
on top of them. most of an ice sheet moves
very slowly, but around the edges it is
drained by fast-flowing glaciers and ice
streams which take the ice from the interior
and carry it into the ocean (Figure 1). as long
as the ice lost to the ocean each year is
balanced by snowfall, the ice sheet remains
in steady state; but if it is not balanced, the
result is an overall loss or gain of ice and a
direct eﬀect on sea level.
understanding the way the ice sheet works
and determining to what degree sea level is
being aﬀected is a huge subject, and many
diﬀerent studies are required to address it.
the big questions of particular interest
include: is the ice changing? is it likely to
change in the future and if so, how and by
how much? what will be the implications if it
does change?
one strand of this research involves looking
at what lies beneath the ice, as this is a
major factor in controlling the way the ice
flows and behaves. this is where the use of
explosives comes in; we use explosives for
conducting seismic surveys on the glaciers
and ice sheets of the polar regions (Figure
2). with these we can map the landscape
beneath the ice but, more importantly, we
can determine the nature of the material the
ice is resting on – is it solid rock, soft
sediments or is it resting on lakes trapped
beneath the ice sheet?
ice sheet research is one of many strands

Figure 2. detonating an explosives charge to
investigate the bed of rutford ice Stream,
antarctica (i. rudkin, baS)

that feed into predictions of future sea level
and the impact of extreme weather events.
however, unlike the images sometimes
conjured by the media, its importance is less
to do with “chasing people up the beach”
and more concerned with long-term
planning. one example that illustrates this is
the thames barrier which, since 1983 has
been raised with increasing regularity to
protect the city of london from flooding. as
sea level rises and the south-east of england
continues to sink in response to the end of
the last ice age ten thousand years ago, at
some stage in the future the thames barrier
will no longer provide adequate defence
and it will need replacing. ice sheet research
contributes to the predictions that guide
government with strategic planning such as
this. it helps to make informed decisions on
when to replace the thames barrier and how
big that replacement needs to be. it took 30
years from the first realisation that the
thames barrier was needed, to the time
when it finally came in to operation. a
replacement will need a similar period of
time to bring in to operation, which
highlights the long timescales involved.

Feature

Figure 3. trainee preparing a charge (r. k. Smith, baS).
Figure 4. Following a flag-line in an antarctic blizzard
(e.c. king, d.g. vaughan, baS).

Rules and governance
we work in an unusual environment in that,
in antarctica most united kingdom
legislation does not strictly apply. british
antarctic territory is classed as an overseas
territory and comes under the responsibility
of the Foreign and commonwealth oﬃce
(Fco). Since 1961 antarctica has been
governed by the antarctic treaty, a
universally recognised international
agreement that puts all national territorial
claims into abeyance and maintains the
continent for peaceful purposes and
scientific research.
although uk legislation does not strictly
apply, we do use it to guide our own
operations and we aim to follow it as far as is
reasonably practicable. all explosives and
explosives-related activities are overseen by
our explosives advisory group. this group
reports formally to baS’s health and Safety
committee. although our operating
procedures for using explosives are selfimposed and self-regulated, they are guided
as far as possible by those that apply in the
uk. the guide for all our work with
explosives in antarctica is our explosives
code of practice (cop), which covers all
aspects of the operations and is updated at
appropriate intervals. whenever possible,
we use external scrutiny to cast an
independent eye over the cop to ensure we
stay up-to-date with best practice and avoid
developing poor procedures.
Training – developing competency in
explosives use
unfortunately, there is no oﬀ-the-shelf “how
to use explosives on antarctic glaciers”
training course to provide necessary skills

and knowledge to new members of staﬀ.
hence, we use a combination of training and
assessment activities to give people the
competencies they need to use explosives
for seismic surveys in antarctica. the first
step is to attend a recognised commercial
course to get basic knowledge of explosives
handling, storage, transport and safety. over
the years, we have used courses for the
quarrying, on-shore seismic and security
markets. wherever possible, this includes
hands-on experience in the uk, although
this is not mandatory.
the next step for a trainee is a period of
practical tuition and supervision in
antarctica, under the guidance of an
experienced user. it is at this stage that they
will become familiar with the actual
explosives and detonators used in the work
and also learn and practice the modes and
procedures of operation (Figure 3). this
stage ends with a period in which the
trainee goes through all the operations of
preparing and firing shots under the
observation of the supervisor. all being well,
after this stage a person is deemed safe and
competent to carry out the work
unsupervised.
this leaves the question of who supervises
the supervisor? our experienced users
address continuing professional
development with a programme of
refresher courses at regular intervals.
membership of the institute of explosives
engineers is encouraged.
Developing additional competencies
the rest of this article will concentrate on
other competencies, in addition to those
directly related to working with explosives.

these can be characterised as other
aptitudes, skills and abilities we have found
are also required to allow us to do our
explosives-related work eﬀectively and
safely.
Additional competencies:
1. Coping with the weather
antarctic weather has a fearsome
reputation, typified perhaps by the story of
captain robert Scott and his companions’
fateful last days, trapped by a blizzard in
their tent; or that encountered on Sir
douglas mawson’s expedition and
evocatively described in his book “the home
of the blizzard”. at a simplistic level, the
weather in antarctica is the same as that
anywhere else on the planet – it can be
good, bad, or anything in-between.
however, unlike in many other
circumstances, if combined with mistakes,
the weather in antarctica can potentially be
a killer. much of peoples’ day-to-day living
and working in antarctica is spent in the
outdoors, often far from established stations
and any form of help. an overwhelming
requirement is to be sure those people can
be relied upon to act sensibly if the weather
deteriorates – to stay safe, to make good
decisions and to still get the work done
wherever possible (Figure 4).
the first step in coping with the weather is
to recruit the right people. when employing
new staﬀ, professional skills and
qualifications are important, but equally
important are an aptitude and character to
be able to continue to operate well in poor
weather. the next step is training and
familiarity in antarctica. there, staﬀ can
experience the full range of weather
11
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Figure 5. exploring a crevasse (p. bucktrout, baS).

Figure 7. training in antarctica for safe travel in
glaciated areas (d. davies, university of
edinburgh).

Figure 6. inside a huge crevasse, looking
horizontally along from just beneath a thin
surface snow-bridge. the person is hanging from
a rope through a hole in the bridge; beneath
him, this crevasse is 50 m deep and more than
1km long (a.p. taylor, baS).

Figure 8. preparing a shot hole in a snow-bridge
over a crevasse (united States antarctic programme).

conditions and become familiar with the
equipment and clothing used for working
living and travelling. at that stage, we
should have confidence that when faced
with the wilder extremes of polar weather,
people can be relied on to keep safe, to
complete the work and even hopefully, to
keep smiling.

surface, then without appropriate safety
measures, anyone who inadvertently stands
on top of it could be in serious danger; if the
snow-bridge collapses and they fall into the
chasm beneath, the chance of injury or
death would be high.

when working in crevassed areas, crevasses
can be so well hidden that there is no visual
indication that they are there. the people in
the photograph have drilled into the snowbridge and are preparing to load the
charges. Safety ropes attached to each
person can be seen and are tied to secure
anchors behind the camera. Should the
snow-bridge collapse beneath them, the
safety ropes will prevent them falling onto
the crevasses; the worst they should
experience will be some shock and
excitement, rather than any serious risk of
injury or death. in this way it is possible to
ensure staﬀ safety, allowing them to do
whatever tasks with explosives are required,
even when working in potentially
dangerous crevassed areas.

Additional competencies:
2. Crevasses – Finding, avoiding and
dealing with them
one of the greatest natural dangers in
antarctica is crevassing, where stresses are
suﬃcient to fracture the ice and tear it apart.
it would be wrong to give the impression
that the whole of the antarctic ice Sheet is
riddled with crevasses, but they do exist in
great numbers, and often in places where we
want to work or travel through. it is essential
to be able to do this safely.
Safety
crevasses come in all shapes and sizes.
Some are fairly benign and can easily be
entered and explored; caving in glaciers is
becoming a regular pastime for a few
adventurous people in the polar regions
(Figure 5). others crevasses can justifiably be
referred to as “monsters”, many kilometres
long, tens of metres wide and more than 50
m deep (Figure 6). where a crevasse is open
at the surface, it is rarely dangerous;
provided we know where crevasses are, they
can usually be avoided. but when a crevasse
is covered by a thin weak layer of snow, a
“snow-bridge”, and it can’t be seen from the
12

to mitigate this risk, we recruit professional
mountaineers to keep people safe in
glaciated areas. most will have national or
international qualifications and many are
members of the association of
mountaineering instructors or of the british
mountain guides. often these mountaineers
will begin training other staﬀ in crevasse
avoidance and crevasse rescue techniques
in the uk, prior to deployment to antarctica.
this training will be continued, including
experience in real crevasses and glaciated
terrain, on arrival in antarctica (Figure 7).
once completed, hopefully no-one will find
themselves accidentally falling into a
crevasse, but if they do, they’ll be safely
attached to a rope and will know how to
climb back up to the surface.
Overlapping competencies
not surprisingly, diﬀerent skills and
competencies sometimes overlap directly.
one example of this occurs (luckily not too
often) where there is a need to conduct
explosives operations in crevassed areas. in
the photograph in Figure 8, the two people
are on top of a large crevasse. at the surface,
there are no signs to suggest the crevasse is
there because it is covered by a snowbridge. this is often the biggest problem

Big crevasses can swallow big things!
whilst ensuring the safety of people when
working in crevassed areas is paramount,
protecting infrastructure and equipment is
also a significant concern. in some areas of
the ice sheet, crevasses can easily be big
enough to swallow large vehicles whole.
ever since the first expeditions drove tractortrains across the ice sheet (e.g. the 1955-58
commonwealth trans-antarctic expedition,
the first to drive vehicles to the South pole
and achieve a complete crossing of the
antarctic continent), stories and images
abound of close shaves and vehicles
perched precariously over a dark, gaping
abyss. to illustrate the fact that this
particular risk has not diminished over the
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Figure 10a. (above) mountaineers using an
avalanche probe, and figure 10b (below) a radar
to detect hidden crevasses (S. m. garrod, p.
torode, baS).

Figure 12. Filling a crevasse with snow to allow
vehicles to drive over it (united States antarctic
programme).

Figure 9. pisten bulley tractor after falling into
a crevasse (antarctic logistics & expeditions).
Figure 13. polar bears on an ice floe in the arctic
ocean (r. mugford, baS).

years, Figure 9 shows a modern tractor
wedged part-way down a crevasse that it fell
into in 2012. the people survived without
serious injury and the vehicle was
successfully recovered, but these examples
emphasise that the risks to equipment and
life are significant and appropriate safety
measures are essential.
Crevasse “management” and blasting
snow-bridges
there are a number of approaches we can
take to working safely in crevassed areas.
the first task with crevasses is to find them, a
job normally done by the mountaineers
(Figure 10). Standard, roped alpine
mountaineering and avalanche-victim
search techniques are used to safely detect
crevasses hidden beneath snow-bridges.
high-frequency engineering radars, used
elsewhere for buildings- and road-testing,
can also detect buried crevasses and
measure the thickness of a snow-bridge.
this approach is particularly eﬀective at
covering large distances when the radar can
be towed by a snow-mobile. in this
operation, the snowmobile and driver are
linked to other vehicles with 22mm
diameter ropes to ensure their safety, should
a snow-bridge collapse beneath them.
once crevasses are located, in most cases
they can then be safely avoided or, if the
snow-bridge is suﬃciently thick, they don’t
represent a danger to people or equipment.
but occasionally, a thinly-bridged crevasse
cannot be avoided and some way of

Figure 11. blasting a snow-bridge (united States
antarctic programme).

crossing it, with many tonnes of equipment,
must be found. one option used
successfully by colleagues in the united
States antarctic program, as part of the
tractor route to re-supply their South pole
station, is to blast the crevasse bridges, as
shown in Figure 11. in the photograph, the
hot-water drilling rig for making the shotholes is in the foreground. next to it, the
blaster is wearing a mountaineering safety
harness and is secured by ropes. when the
explosives in the snow-bridge are detonated
the snow briefly forms its own mushroom
cloud then falls back down into the nowopen crevasse. normally, the snow wedges
part-way down the crevasse, allowing the
vehicles to bulldoze more snow on top of it
(Figure 12), filling it up to the surface and
forming a much thicker, safe bridge which
the vehicles can then drive over.
Additional competencies:
3. Firearms
although much of this article uses examples
from work in antarctica, environmental
research in the arctic is equally important
and also part of our remit. the work we do
in the arctic is often very similar to that in
antarctica, both in practice and in its

research goals, and many of the techniques
we have developed for doing seismic
surveys with explosives in one region, are
easily transferred to another. however, one
significant diﬀerence between the antarctic
and the arctic that we must pay attention to
involves the indigenous wildlife. the
antarctic has penguins, whereas the arctic
has polar bears (Figure 13). For work on
arctic glaciers and ice sheets in particular,
this brings the need for protection against
the risk of polar bear attack. camp
perimeters and regular work areas can be
equipped with trip wires and flares to warn
of a polar bear approach, but the most
important form of personal protection is a
rifle or shotgun.
For those without prior firearms experience,
rifle training can be provided by shooting
clubs in the uk and further practice is often
possible at ranges in the arctic region. polar
bears will often be discouraged by loud
noise, so it is rarely necessary to actually
shoot them. however, it is important that
staﬀ are competent in the use of firearms to
enable them to defend themselves in the
rare event of a bear attack. this is, however,
not an excuse to turn big-game hunter! the
polar bear is an endangered species and if
one is shot, proof is required that it was an
immediate threat to life. the bear’s stomach
contents are examined to determine
whether or not it was likely to be hungry; a
bear with a full stomach is unlikely to be a
danger to people. without convincing
13
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Figure 16. killer whales breathing through a hole
in sea ice (t. elvin, baS).
Figure 14. twin
otter aircraft
landing on snow
(a.m. Smith, baS).

Figure 17. weddell Seal pup (d. barnes, baS).

Figure 15. dash 7
aircraft taxiing at a
remote ice runway
(i. potten, baS).

evidence that the bear was a direct threat,
the authorities will prosecute, so rifles are
only used in the most urgent of situations.
Additional competencies:
4. Radios and radars
on a typical geophysical research project in
antarctica, there normally will be many
diﬀerent radio transmitters, with the potential
risk of accidental detonator initiation. we use
radios for communications; hF radio for
continent-wide communications (regular
contact with our main station, for example)
and vhF radios in the local work area. we also
use radars for sounding through the ice sheet
as part of the research experiments. these
can be of many diﬀerent types, depending on
how deep into the snow and ice they are
designed to look, but they will all contain
powerful radio transmitters.
in each case, we pay particular attention to
the transmitter power, frequency and
antenna pattern to judge the level of risk
and hence, determine appropriate safe
operating procedures. people are required
not only to be competent in operating the
radios and radars, but also to know safe
distances and procedures, and to
understand where and when transmitters
can, and cannot be turned on.
Additional competencies:
5. Aircraft operations
to support the work on stations and at
remote field locations we operate a fleet of
five aircraft, four twin otters and one dash7. the twin otter (Figure 14) is the bush
aircraft of the polar regions and, being skiequipped can land on snow as well as hard
runways. virtually all field parties are
deployed to their work areas by twin otter.
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the four-engine dash-7 (Figure 15) is used
as an inter-continental link and supports a
southern operations hub located at a natural
ice runway.
the only dedicated staﬀ for the aircraft
operations are the pilots and a small number
of engineers at the main station, so all field
personnel will get heavily and intimately
involved with aircraft operations. these
include loading and unloading planes
(including understanding issues of
hazardous, and mixed-hazard, loads), refuelling, communications (being a mini-air
traﬃc control), marshalling and securing
planes in the event of strong winds,
meteorological observations and reporting,
and actions in case of an emergency. except
for the pilots and mechanics, most people’s
prior experience with aircraft operations is
minimal, so field staﬀ are trained and briefed
so they are competent at all these activities.
Additional competencies:
6. Wildlife and the environment – the
antarctic act 1994
as an environmental research organisation,
one of our basic instincts is to minimise any
detrimental eﬀect our activities have on the
polar environment. however, not only is this
our instinct, it is also enshrined in the
antarctic act of 1994, one of the few items
of uk legislation that actually apply
specifically in antarctica. in reality, we have a
dual role and whilst environmental research
is our core goal, we also represent the uk’s
oﬃcial presence in antarctica. in that role,
the Fco keep a close eye on what we do and
we work closely with them to help
administer british antarctic territory and to
ensure that uk operations and uk nationals
don’t break the law.

Figure 18. adelie penguins (p. bucktrout, baS).

the antarctic act includes regulations
governing wildlife and the environment
with which everyone must comply. hence,
we need to ensure that all our staﬀ and any
other people we support in antarctica are
familiar with these parts of the act, that they
know and understand the regulations and
that they minimise their disturbance of the
antarctic wildlife and environment. in
practical terms, this puts limits on how close
any wildlife can be approached; irrespective
of how much someone might want to
cuddle a seal pup, hug a penguin, or swim
with a killer whale, they cannot, no matter
how cute and appealing they may be (Figure
16, 17, 18).
it seems almost ironic that, arctic fieldwork
staﬀ are trained in firearms so that, in an
extreme situation they could shoot and kill a
polar bear, yet in antarctica they are
prohibited from even approaching the
wildlife. this illustrates the importance of
fully understanding all the diﬀerent
situations we might encounter and the
diﬀerent requirements and regulations
involved. it is also another illustration of the
diversity of skills and competencies we
require for our research work in the polar
regions; many of these are not directly
related at all to the use of explosives, yet
without them all we would be unable to do
our explosives work safely.
Further information: amsm@bas.ac,uk
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magazine with the
dated drums of
lead styphnate and
tetrazen visible.

Remediation of a magazine containing
obsolete lead styphnate and tetrazene
by Dirk Kotze explosives manager, rheinmetall denel munitions

in September 2013 SaFex sent out a request for information on behalf of rheinmetall
denel munition in Somerset west, South africa. the company was in in the process of
relocating one of their sites and remediate it completely for property development. a
magazine in which lead styphnate and tetrazene had been stored without wetting-down
for four years had to be demolished as part of the remediation.
the concern was how to do it as any disturbance of the tetrazene crystals could lead to
detonation. the responses from the following individuals helped rdm arrive at the
process described in this article: Frank barker (expert panel); andy begg (individual
associate); clark bonner (dyno nobel); maurice bourgeois (expert panel); terry
bridgewater (chemring); peter cartwright (expert panel); ken cross (corporate
associate); Janusz drzyzga (nitroerg); rahul guha (Solar india); piet halliday (aelmS);
Jack hedger (expert panel); ian Swallow (bae Systems); peter Swinton (expert panel);
Stuart tough (expert panel); mervyn traut (expert panel); richard turcotte (corporate
associate); claire vieillard (davey bickford); david vince (expert panel); gerhardus vosloo
(burkan) and Jerry wallace (corporate associate).
during 2008 rheinmetall denel munition
(rdm) was founded and required the
relocation of the previously known Swartklip
products factory (now known as philippi
factory site) to the Somerset west factory
site, in South africa.
the philippi site had been remediated and
this now created the possibility of a mixedzoned development.
the challenge was to relocate a working
pyrotechnic facility and plant following the
environmental guidance and emp for both
the relocation of the 64 year old factory site
and to remediate it to levels acceptable to
the new planned end-uses. huge
modifications were made to the under
utilised recipient explosive buildings at
Somerset west.
rdm successfully executed the relocation of
the philippi site via a small dedicated team.
the landowners of philippi site, denel Soc
ltd, appointed ,via denel industrial
properties, members of rdm to demolish all
explosive buildings at the philippi site and
to remediate all land.
the remediation entailed the cleanup,
demolition and remediation of soils of more
than 223 explosive buildings, various
grenade and other pyrotechnic test facilities,
burning grounds and surface treatment
plants to mention just a few.
part of the remediation included the
remediation of a magazine containing old
obsolete and redundant lead styphnate and
tetrazene explosives, previously used for the
manufacturing of power cartridges and .22
ammunition by the then Swartklip products.

like most of the sites and plants, earmarked
for closure, focus and attention is normally
given to the reduction of personnel and the
decommissioning of processes. obsolete
and redundant inventory are normally
carried for a few more years until these
dated inventories become the focus of the
day. in this instance the closure and
remediation of the entire site required that
something had to be done urgently with all
obsolete and redundant stores.
the primary explosive magazine was built
as a soft roof magazine with reinforced
concrete mound walls. the magazine
contained 50 kg lead styphnate and 27 kg
tetrazene packed in five separate drums on
top of copper plates and a wooden floor to
provide proper earthing and anti-static
characteristics.
Situated on the cape Flats, known for its
dampness and very long winter rains, the
surrounding area was drenched with
freestanding water in winter due to shallow
calcrete layers and a vlei area in the
proximity. the magazine was situated in
close proximity to public roads (109m), a
school (353m) and residential housing. the
magazine was also situated in the approach
route to cape town international airport.
due to concerns that the drums of lead
styphnate, already opened, would become
more sensitive, additional water was added
in 2008 to all the opened lead styphnate
drums. however at the time of handling
two things were observed a) lead styphnate
colouration on the drums and b) galvanic
corrosion had started to form between the

galvanic corrosion formed
between drum and copper
plate.

dried out lead
styphnate tarnishing
on drums.

tetrazene oozing out of
drums running down on
side and underneath
drums due to pit
corrosion.

tetrazene drums after
desensitization with light
oil.

drums and the copper plate below the
drums. we wanted to remove the lead
styphnate at the time but the lead styphnate
has already indicated signs of caking
preventing removal. the existing drums were
then only placed inside new drums.
needless to say that further requests for
remedial action were placed on hold until
such time that formal risk assessments could
be conducted in detail. it had always been
part of planning but only gained momentum
when the demolition of the lead styphnate
magazine was being planned
a serious attempt was made by our aia team
to assess all risks and gather additional
information from all sources. during this time
a new risk was noted i.e. pit corrosion that
has started on the tetrazene drums resulting
in tetrazene oozing out of the drum and
running down the sides and underneath the
drum. at this time it became clear that
opening of the drums would not be possible
and that chemical treatment of the lead
styphnate was out of the question. disposal
through blasting became the only
15
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alternative. this also confirmed through the
communication was of the SaFex community
and emails received from members.
originally it was decided to subcontract the
whole demolition task to an external
contractor but safety concerns and
environmental risks noted by the rdm team
necessitated the placement of the
demolition on hold.
it was then decided to run the project
internally as the expertise existed within the
company to do blast design and building
preparation.
Building preparation
building preparation and blast execution
were based on three main focuses:
• risk reduction
• blast and noise deflection/reduction
• fragmentation control and deflection.
Initial risk assessment wrt the
disposal of lead styphnate and
tetrazene by AIA

Consultation with experts

Generate scope of work with
details on associated risks for
use by contractor

Confirmation and evaluation
wrt disposal methods for lead
styphnate and tetracene

Establish service level
agreement and contract with
contractor

Blasting attempt 1
Called oﬀ due to safety factors

Review and reconsider process
to be followed

Appointment of responsible
person within Denel/RDM

Proposal on demolition and
charge design by RDM and
Deniprop Team

Consultation with civil and
structural engineers to do blast
calculations

Review blast design and lessons
learned from blasting attempt 1

Appointment of contractor

Verification / confirmation of
charge setup by means of
dummy blast with video
recording and seismograph info
Blasting attempt 2
Milcom, AELMS and members
of RDM

Critical analysis of blast design
and charge setup i.t.o calculated
vibration and noise limits

Schematic review
of the main
planning and
decision making
behind the cleanup action.

Blast review and analysis

Analysis for energetic in soil by
RDM Lab

Remediation and cleanup of
contamination

Analysis for lead, chrome,
cadmium etc in remediated soils
(SGS Laboratories)

Demolition of building and
leveling of soils
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Consult with SAFEX to establish
if similar work was previously
done

Explosive quantity and type

risks considered
during blast design
and execution.

Aircraft take oﬀ and landing
Wind direction

Status of packaging/ drums (corrosion)

Humidity
Status of explosive inside drums
Cloud cover
Possible contamination underneath drums

Blast
design

Secondary shrapnel

Proximity to roads and homes
Fragmentation and direction
Noise and blast figures

Vibration levels in soil

Building Structure, (roofing, walls, floors)
Explosive VOD Donor and Acceptor

risk reduction was achieved by conducting
building reviews on all buildings in close
proximity as well as the testing of charge
design. blast and noise reduction were
achieved by making use of minimal
quantities of explosives, deflection of sound
and pressure waves away from public
buildings by specific placement of gum tree
poles and soil piles in pre- planned areas.
damage to the building structure was
prevented by covering two thirds of the roof
area with a combination of diamond mesh,
gum tree poles, 10m cable, conveyer belting
and mattresses filled with water. (each
mattress contained approximately 1000
litres of water).

although the mask design prevented the
touching of tetrazene on the drum surface,
all visible explosives were desensitized
making use of an abundance of light oil
sprayed on top of the visible explosives on
the drums.

diﬀerent size mattresses were used in the
other third of the roofing area to provide
weight and to form a water blanket over the
entire blast area. this not only assisted in
blast dissipation but also in the reduction of
explosive contamination of the area.
Scabbing of walls and fragments were
prevented by making use of a 2m wide soil
layer next to all external walls and the
placement of gum tree poles and conveyer
belting on the roof area.

preparation of building to withstand blast and direct
sound away from community.

For reasons made clear in the detonation
design, the demolition charges were
designed making use of military explosives,
instead of mining explosives, in the form of a
mask, enabling the blasting team to place
the charge from a distance, without
touching the open tetrazene. the explosive
power to weight ratio was also more
beneficial compared to mining explosives.
prior to detonation of the lead styphnate
and tetrazene, the charge design and setup
were tested in its current state i.e. inside two
diﬀerent size drums with an air gap between
the drums and charges. detonating cord
rolled up in the form of a pig tail was used as
a representing charge.

a local firm, milcom, licensed to undertake
blasting in residential areas, with access to
additional seismographs, were contracted to
detonate the charge

water mattresses placed on top of gum tree poles
and conveyer belting to resist blast and to form a
water barrier during detonation.
left: a mask
consisting of
detonating cord and
rdx pellets were
designed to assist
with the placement
of the charge over
the drum from a
distance making use
of effective use of
explosive force.
middle and bottom:
charge setup for
testing and
verification of
effectiveness.
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the maximum vector vibrations recorded
were 7.21 mm/s @18.29 hz whilst blast
measurements recorded were 0.30321 kpa
with a sound measurement of 144dbl @8.8 hz
all five charges connected without delay.

detonation of the explosive magazine as captured
by ael mining.

unsupported
parapet walls
toppled to sides.

lead styphnate coloration
in one corner of building
after the blast.

the directional travel of the conveyer
belting and roofing material when ejected
was as planned. the conveyer belt and soft
roof roofing material were found 60 metres
from explosion.

Structure damage was minimal and
restricted to cracking of the supported walls
and one parapet wall slid into the building.
the other two parapet walls were damaged
outwards due to the lack of support it
received from the back. no sand was placed
behind the parapet walls as concerns were
that loose sand on top of undetonated
explosives could increase the risk during
cleanup.
a light yellow /brown colouring was visible
in the corner of the most southern wall
closest to the lead styphnate drums whilst a
wet greenish colour was visible on the soil
surrounding the building to a maximum
distance of approximately 15 metres from
the blast centre. this followed planned
deflection directions.

greenish colouring on soil
application of
flaming of soft roof (non explosive) flamed by
means of gas lance.
remnants and
colorations
observed.
levelled land ready to be developed, given a new
life to contaminated land.

Remediation and cleanup
prior to entry of the building, a pre-burn
with a paraﬃn/diesel mixture, sprayed onto
all surfaces and ignited by means of igniter
cord were undertaken. as detonations
occurred during the pre-entry burn activity,
due to entrapped explosives in cracks and
underneath copper plates, the pre-burn
should be considered one of the most
important actions prior to re-entry of any
building being remediated by means of
detonation.
as a safety precaution, a secondary burn
was also undertaken whereby all remnants
of the soft roofs and broken wood were
placed inside the building and burned. only
after this burn were personnel allowed to
enter the facility.

Samples of the concentrated green
precipitate were scraped together from the
soil (in its wet state) in front of the entrance
to the building, and sent for analysis of the
energetic matter to the rdm chemical
laboratories. no lead styphnate or tetrazene
were present in the samples.
as it was found that the green precipitate
disappeared when flamed by means of a gas
lance, the lance were used to burn all soil
and polystyrene granules (from the soft roof
covering) found lying on the soil.
in order to check remediation eﬀectiveness,
an area 0.5 m x 0.5 m, badly stained with
green precipitate, was marked prior to
flashing and sent for soil analysis by a
certified laboratory (SgS) to analyse for the
existence of lead and other heavy metals.
analytical results have shown that lead
metals were present after remediation at
112mg/kg, well within the remediation
requirements of 230mg/kg for residential
and 1900mg/kg for commercial industrial
use.
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A safer future: how can we
better protect innocent people from
being hurt by explosive weapons?
by Nigel Ellway ba FrSa mcipr

on the monday 15th September 2014,
experts and practitioners from around the
world will be gathering at the royal
geographical Society in london for the first
annual conference to discuss this worrying
trend, examine the current and emerging
threats and consider what they mean for the
future for ‘mine-action’.
with the increase in use of explosive
weapons comes an increasing number of
victims – delegates will also discuss the
mechanisms and policies surrounding victim
support to ensure that those victims and
their families are given the best and most
eﬀective support possible.
and finally, the delegates will be debating
the political environment in which every
penny of funding has to be sourced and
spent with the utmost eﬃcacy.
why are we having this conference now?
For years mine-action organisations have,
and are still doing a splendid and very
worthwhile job around the world – but it has
been said that it will take at least a thousand
years to clear all the explosive weapons
currently left around the world – and cost up
to 33 billion uS dollars.
next year in 2015 the eight millennium
development goals are due to be reviewed
and replaced by new development goals – an
admirable ambition. but none of these new
goals will be achievable unless there is a
bed-rock of peace and security on which
they can be built.
mine-action is at the core of building that
peace and security. it is a programme of
activity that needs to be kept high on the
political agenda, and high on the level of
awareness of the general public.

atawullah, aged 8 at the icrc limb fitting centre in kabul. a year before, while
walking to school, atawullah stepped on a landmine, losing both an arm and a leg.

It is a cruel irony that as I sit writing this article the television news is showing
images of children yet again being caught up in conflict in the Middle-East –
children living and dying through a daily barrage of shells and bombs.
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explosive weapons such as landmines and
improvised explosive devices (ieds) are
impersonal and indiscriminate – ieds are
frighteningly easy to make and the
components terrifyingly easy to obtain. many
explosive weapons are victim activated,
which allows the perpetrator to put a
distance between themselves and their
victims and in their minds allows them to
shun the responsibility for causing harm.

Just four years ago the de-mining charity mag - the mines advisory group, pulled
out of gaza, having spent two years clearing the explosive remnants of war left by
operation cast lead, conducted by israel in 2008-9. and now it starts all over again.

last year 37,809 people were killed or
injured by explosive weapons – 82% of these
were innocent civilians1. a depressing figure
indeed – but these are not the only victims.

increasingly, explosive weapons are being used around the world both in conflict and
as weapons of terror - with a devastating impact on the lives of innocent people and
societies. the problem is global – explosive weapons are being used from Syria and
iraq to the central african republic and columbia.

Some explosive weapons create victims
without ever being activated. For many
communities the fear of these weapons is
enough to disrupt their daily lives.

Feature
landmines in particular are a weapon of
denial – the fear of their presence will deny
people access to land for agriculture or
development, access to clean water, access
to education or health care, they trap
people in poverty and in fear.

conflicts: mostly landmines and
unexploded ordnance. de-mining activity is
long and arduous, involving technical
surveys, mapping, marking unsafe areas,
clearance work and documenting areas that
have been cleared.

many of the mine-action organisations oﬀer
munitions and weapons management and
destruction services – badly or
inappropriately stored weapons can and do
on occasion, explode causing injury and
damage to surrounding communities.

the veteran british footballer Sir bobby
charlton on a trip to cambodia, was
appalled that children could not safely play
wherever they wanted, and at the time it
was taking to decontaminate the land. in
2011 he set up a new charity called Find a
better way. his vision was to encourage
academics and researchers to find a more
eﬀective and faster way of clearing
landmines – and to look at ways of better
supporting the victims. Find a better way
became a grant making organisation –
oﬀering research grants to academic
institutions to come up with new
technology, new techniques and new
behaviours to help protect innocent
civilians from landmines.

‘past conflict’ may be a somewhat
misleading term – as much mine-action
work is being undertaken in countries still
riven by internecine and factional violence.

the technology employed in weapons
destruction is dependent on materials and
circumstance, ranging from: manual,
mechanical or robotic disassembly to
destruction by incineration or contained
detonation.

it was with this paradigm in mind that the
london conference was conceived.

it is obligatory for countries that have
signed up to the international
antipersonnel mine ban treaty to provide
assistance for the care and rehabilitation,
and social and economic reintegration, of
mine victims.

The ripple eﬀect
according to a report by action on armed
violence ‘anatomy of a Suicide bombing’
two explosions in the moon market in
lahore, pakistan killed 60 people and
injured 130. it also put 150 market traders
out of business. this one incident resulted
in the local hospital using up much of its
annual budget for trauma patients in a few
days– no additional funds came from the
government so cuts had to come from
other departments. pregnant women,
malaria patients and traﬃc accident victims
also became victims of the bombing.
explosives used by international terrorists
aﬀect us all – as individuals, as
organisations and as societies – we all
bemoan the increased travel safety
restrictions and increased insurance
premiums. human rights organisations
worry about the increase in surveillance
and the general loss of privacy. and again,
it is fear that keeps us from taking our
tourist dollar to certain countries that
probably need it most.
in some ways that makes us all victims.
So what is ‘mine-action’?
the united nations cite five aspects or
‘pillars’ of mine-action.
the one most people are familiar with –
thanks in part to those photographs of
princess diana, is ‘de-mining’ or the
clearance of the explosive legacy from past

the second pillar is mine risk education.
this is aimed at reducing the risk of injury
from mines and unexploded ordnance by
raising awareness and encouraging
behaviour change among aﬀected
communities so that economic and social
development can occur. in simple terms it
teaches people how to recognise, avoid and
manage the risks posed by mines and
unexploded ordnance.
assistance to victims is a fundamentally
important pillar of mine action.

there is a proscribed set of victim
assistance actions designed to address
immediate and long-term needs of mine
and explosive weapon victims, their
families, mine-aﬀected communities and
people with disabilities.
these actions start with emergency and
continuing medical care; physical
rehabilitation; psychosocial support and
social inclusion; and economic
reintegration.
monitoring and evaluation of victim
support requires eﬀective information
management systems. hundreds of
thousands of mine and explosive remnants
of war survivors exist in over 70 countries.
the actual figure is unknown as many mine
victims never get to medical centres.
yet another pillar of mine-action is
weapons and stockpile management and
destruction.
Stockpiled landmines far outnumber those
actually laid in the ground. the antipersonnel mine-ban convention or ‘ottawa
treaty’ states that countries must destroy
their stockpiled mines within four years of
signing the convention. So far 65 countries
have destroyed their stockpiles - a total of
more than 37 million mines.

the fifth pillar, and the one in which the
author is involved, is advocacy.
the united nations, advocates for universal
participation in existing international
agreements or ‘instruments’ that ban or
limit the use of landmines.
the first and best known of these
agreements is the antipersonnel mine-ban
or ottawa treaty of 1997. this has been
followed by further international
agreements, including the convention on
certain conventional weapons which
focuses on the use of booby-traps and antitank and anti-vehicle mines, and the
convention on cluster munitions (ccm) or
oslo treaty.
in the uk, mine-action falls under the
responsibility of three government
departments: the department for
international development (dFid) who
monitor and fund many of the
humanitarian projects undertaken by
charities such as the halo trust and mag.
dFid also provide funding for united
nations projects through the un mine
action Service.
the Foreign oﬃce (Fco) leads on
international agreements and manages the
contract for de-mining activity on the
Falkland islands.
the ministry of defence (mod) provides
technical advice to the Fco and dFid. it also
takes part in negotiating international
agreements.
in the uk parliament the all party
parliamentary group on explosive weapons
of conflict & landmines ensures that uk
politicians are kept up to speed on the
issues and activities of mine-action
organisations – and on uk policy toward
mine-action and humanitarian funding.
three years ago, the author created the
appg on landmines in an eﬀort to drive the
issues back up the political agenda – and
was delighted to have the support of the
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mine-action community and twenty-six
enthusiastic members from both the house
of commons and the house of lords.

geneva, produced a study in march this year
called ‘women and explosive weapons’ that
included some shocking examples.

uniquely among all party groups, the
landmines group has full support from the
three government departments and
benefits enormously from having the
participation of a military technical advisory
from the mod.

here are some quotes:
“i gave birth at home because i was too
terrified to leave. many pregnant women are
losing their children during this war, they are
bleeding out because they cannot reach
help.” Maha, Syrian border, Lebanon (Source:
Save the children)

in 2013 the group decided to change its
name to the appg on explosive weapons of
conflict & landmines to take into account
the fact that, alongside the important work
dealing with the legacy of landmines and
explosive remnants of war, there is a very
serious issue of continuing usage of such
weapons.
the author would therefore advocate that
there should be a sixth pillar of mine-action
– protection of civilians from the
indiscriminate use of improvised explosive
devices and other explosives. this will be
the theme of a separate conference run by
action on armed violence and chatham
house following on from the conference at
the royal geographical Society.
Explosive weapons and gender
an aspect of mine action that is steadily
gaining ground is the impact on women as
victims, but also their role as agents for
change. in many post conflict such as Sri
lanka and cambodia women play a vital
role as mine clearance operators.
the women’s international league for
peace and Freedom (wilpF), based in

“(w)ho do you usually find at markets
during daytime? women. who do you find at
playgrounds? mothers and their children.”
Leyla, Iraq (Source: wilpF)
“now, when a door bangs, i get scared. i
don’t go to crowded places. i suspect
everyone in front or behind me of being
dangerous. i stopped going out all together
for a while. i was just so afraid, afraid of
everything. if someone was carrying a bag in
front of me, i would run back home. i felt
staying at home was the solution.”
Nancy, Nigeria (Source: wilpF)
“the area that we lived in was being
bombed and they had snipers on all the
high buildings, so anybody who moved
would be shot. [...] there were no schools, no
hospitals, no electricity, no water, nothing at
all. everything was broken, ruined”
Um Ali, Syrian border, Lebanon (Source: Save
the children)
the report goes on to make
recommendations for governments and
international law, but the fact is that in
conflict many of these laws and agreements
go out of the window.

A personal perspective
when i was asked to write this article – and illustrate it with photos, my first thought was to
ask my friend giles duley if i could include some of his images. giles has a very personal
interest in this subject.
giles is a humanitarian photographer. in 2011 while accompanying a uS unit in afghanistan
he was severely injured by an explosive device.
giles’s photos tell a compelling story – in 2013 he returned to afghanistan to photograph
people who, like him, have had their lives dramatically changed by landmines and explosive
weapons.
giles says himself that as a westerner he has had the best possible treatment and high-tech
prosthetics – in developing countries victims often have little more than basic treatment –
and their expectations of returning to an economically useful life are very low indeed.
photography is not giles’s only gift – when speaking at an exhibition of his photographs in
the house of commons, giles wove his experiences, and the experiences of his
photographic subjects into a powerful narrative that had hard bitten politicians spellbound.
giles will be speaking again at the royal geographical Society in September with his
photographs again on show.
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conflict is a male dominated activity – and
this is where women come in as agents of
change - what is needed is for a more
powerful female voice to say, enough is
enough – no more violence against the
innocent.
in post conflict areas, women are often at
the centre of rebuilding the economy,
women as mine clearance technicians earn
salaries that is pumped back into their
society. once land is cleared, women start
to re-cultivate and grow food and many
micro finance schemes in developing
countries are aimed at women as an
increasingly viable economic engine.
A growth industry
Sadly mine-action organisations have
plenty of work to go round.
the arab spring, the appalling situation in
Syria and iraq, the disintegration of libya
and the ongoing war in the central african
republic have all contributed to the rise in
use of landmines and explosive weapons
and a rise in victim numbers. while the
legacy of conflicts in angola, cambodia,
vietnam and laos is still taking its toll.
non-government organisations (ngos)
and corporate sector mine-action operators
compete for contracts around the world to
provide technical assistance, education
programmes, clearance work and stockpile
management - but the level of funding
necessary just hasn’t kept up with the level
of demand.

Feature
two years ago the author organised a
debate at the royal commonwealth Society
to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the
international campaign to ban landmines –
one of the prime concerns of the panel was
donor fatigue.
every humanitarian disaster – whether
natural or man made – is an opportunity for
charities to campaign for more funding. a
typhoon in the philippines, floods in
bangladesh, the israeli invasion of gaza are
all terrible incidents that need our attention
– but the public is a fickle beast, and mineaction is soon forgotten as each new horror
hits our screens.
in 2011 when the author started talking to
mps and peers about creating a new appg
he had two responses that left him
speechless (he resists the temptation to
name the individuals), one labour peer said
that surely now we had the ottawa treaty
the job had been done. the other a tory mp
said, “Surely mine action was just a ‘fad’ of
[princess] diana’s”.
thankfully there were more enlightened
politicians who did support the creation of
the group.

aoav demining team - western Sahara.

the appg has taken an active role in
encouraging dFid to keep up its level of
support for mine-action programmes
around the world – and through mechanisms
such as the inter-parliamentary union –
members of the group are able to use their
influence with other donor countries to
persuade them not to diminish their support
and involvement in mine-action.
the uk has an excellent reputation in the
humanitarian mine-action arena. two of the
biggest mine-action ngos are uk based
along with many others such as action on
armed violence and Find a better way – and
the uk is one of the top eight contributing
countries to mine-action.
the latest annual landmine monitor report
states that:
“In 2012, 39 donors contributed $497 million in
international support for mine action in 52
aﬀected states and four other areas,
representing an increase of $30 million (6.4%)
from 2011. This is the largest annual total of
donor contributions ever recorded by the
Monitor, dating back to 1992.

The vast majority of funding came from just a
few sources. Contributions from the top eight
mine action donors—the United States (US),
the EU, Japan, Norway, the Netherlands,
Australia, Germany, and the United Kingdom
(UK)—accounted for 80% of all donor
funding.”
the uk’s commitment to mine action was
set out by the department for international
development earlier this year in the
publication of its policy paper ‘clearing a
path to development - the uk government’s
approach to landmines and explosive
remnants of war in developing countries’.
as well as highlighting the success of uk
funded projects in countries such as
afghanistan, mozambique and libya, the
policy also importantly, set out the uk
theory of change for mine-action.
the major assumption is that uk funding on
mine action needs to have measurable and
sustainable impact – the outcomes being
that aﬀected communities feel safer, that
cleared land is returned to communities to
improve economic activity and livelihoods,
that access to services such as healthcare
and education is increased, that mine-action
programmes are increasingly done by
national authorities rather than foreign
ngos and contractors, and that there is a
measurable progress towards complying
with the international agreements.
the overall impact of uk funding for mine
action has to be more safety and security
leading to communities moving out of
poverty and more development goals being
achieved.
the author's vision for the September
conference is for the mine-action
community to come together to share best
practice – explore new thoughts and
concepts and to work together to achieve
the same impact.
1 Action on Armed Violence
Nigel Ellway is Co-ordinator of the All Party
Parliamentary Group on Explosive Weapons of
Conflict including Landmines.
Further information: nigel@appglandmines.co.uk

prosthetic limbs awaiting collection at the
international committee of the red cross limbfitting centre in kabul. Since the programme
started in 1988 the service has provided around
100,000 limbs.
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SAAB counter-IED
collective trainer (CCT)

by Don Johnstone miexpe

‘There is no greater calling than providing the capabilities
that help protect our soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines
as they execute their battlefield missions. Rapidly
responding to warfighter requests and having the ability to
rapidly fund and acquire counter-IED capabilities is critical
to lowering eﬀective attacks and casualties. However, the
best counter-IED tool is a well-trained warfighter.’
Lt. Gen. Michael D. Barbero, Dir JIEDDO May 2013
image above: Jordan eod & Search training exercise.

Introduction
in 2009 the uk mod recoginsed that failure
to train adequately in the use of counterimprovised explosive device (c-ied)
equipment was placing troops at
unnecessary risk as the threat from ieds on
dismounted operations continued to
increase. thus they articulated a requirement
for a c-ied training capability which would
validate (using in-service c-ied equipment1)
individual and collective detection drills. it
would also permit the timely development
of c-ied tactics, techniques and procedures
(ttps) in response to emerging threats and
new in-service equipment.
Saab training Systems (StS) invested private
venture funding to develop a concept for
improved c-ied training and worked along
side the warfare development (wardev) at
the land warfare centre (lwc). through
wardev experimentation with the agile
tactical engagement System (ateS) and
multi detector systems (mdS) a capability
was developed to form an objective
understanding of the individual and
collective search procedures. in addition, it
allowed the gathering of data which
validates c-ied models and develops
simulation to support training, validation
and development.
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in June 2010 the mod placed an urgent
Statement of user requirement which
stated the user required the capability to
conduct c-ied detect training in order to
prepare personnel eﬀectively for
deployment on operation herrick. this
needed to include the ability to validate cied drills and equipment in an objective
manner, to reinforce learning and increase
user confidence. the capability gap to be
met included:
•
•

•
•

objective measurements of individuals
and collective performance
accurate emulation of threats and rapid
incorporation of new ttps and
capabilities in order to enable users to
keep ‘one step ahead’ of potential
adversaries
detailed training records
process for testing and charaterising the
performance of ied counter measures
against evolving ied threats.

the new capability, system coherence and
user confidence, was successfully
demonstrated and scrutinised during a
concept capability demonstrated (ccd)
using 2500 troops from 16 air assault
brigade in September 2010. this lead to an

award of contract to support training within
uk, mainland europe, in-theatre and the
‘rest of world’ mod training locations, using
5 cct systems.
Overview of Counter-IED Collective
Trainer System
Training and validation
the c-ied collective trainer2 (cct) is a fully
instrumented tactical engagement system
developed to meet the training needs for
individual, collective and route clearance of
current and future improvised explosive
device (ied) threats and the wider aspects
of counter insurgency. it provides realistic,
measurable training for an evolving threat.
the optimal use of equipment (individual
training) and tactics, techniques and
procedures (collective training) is the most
eﬀective counter to the ied threat.
Instrumented training and validation
the capability provides objective data
which is relevant to the particular scenario
or training activity. this enables the
training advisor, military trainer or
commander to make judgments on
performance.
1
2

ecm and hhmd
known in the uSa as c-ied clearance trainer

Feature
cct worldwide
footprint.

training advisor.

Dedicated SME support
Saab’s dedicated and operational current
training advisors are on hand 24 hrs a day
and can be deployed anywhere in the
world should a training organisation have
any special requirements.
the cct system consists of several key
components:
•

•

•

•

Instrumented training instrumented
training uses specialised technology to
enable the capture of individual and
collective performance data.
Multi detector sensor (MDS) the mdS
gathers performance data on a range of
hand held devices.
Weapons eﬀect simulator Saabs’ eyesafe, lightweight, laser Small arms
transmitter (Sat) accurately simulates
the characteristics of the weapon to
which it is paired, measuring the
lethality of its use and vulnerability of
its user to enemy fire
ECM when the electronic counter
measure simulator is used in
conjunction with the ied advanced, the
ecm simulator accurately depicts the
eﬀectiveness of ecm deployment.

baStion training centre.

•

EXCON the exercise control excon
system tool is a rugged, portable
system used to capture, collate, analysis
and playback key learning events,
allowing the controller to generate
objective training evidence.

•

Specialist training advice/delivery at
the heart of the cct capability is the
dedicated training advisor. having
credible and recent operational
experience, the training advisor can
assist in exercise setup and design.
"The Saab [CCT] system removes the
subjectivity of human judgement from
the important task of high risk assurance,
replacing it with fact and science."
[Lt Col Adam McRae, CO EOD&S TF H18, 21
May 2013]

CCT training footprint
currently cct is providing training support
in uk, europe, afghanistan and australia.
the mod contract is split over four areas
across the training cycle. in addition, the
company provides the manpower to the
australia cct contract and trains them both
in australia and afghanistan.
In Barracks Training (IBT)
cct provide two systems to support the ibt
phase for units in their base locations. the
commanding oﬃcer owns the training and
the company generally provides a training
support/ training delivery package over the
week in support. this includes a round robin
training cycle (ground sign awareness, team
drills, confirmation and detector refresh) and
is later followed by individual and team
confirmation exercises. the company then
leaves behind a copy of all the aars as a
training record, a training programme and
the innovative Saab designed ‘golf ball
collimator’ dry trainer.
Operational Training Group (OPTAG).
Saab use two systems to support the
confirmatory Field exercise (cFx) twice a
year. the team is split on two sites on

ecm bubble
on excom.

unique Saab golf ball collimator.

thetford training area in norfolk in support
of the exercises.
OPTAG – RSOI (Camp BASTION)
Saab has a permanent presence in camp
baStion in support of the optag Forward
training team at bastion 3. the company
supports the roSi package on training days
2 and 5 and continuation training. in
addition, it supports other iSaF troops and
anSF when requested. recently, the
company also provided the objective
validation training exercise for about 700
troops who received training on the new
hand-held detector, via a third party
contractor who had received their training,
instruction and course material from
defence explosive munitions Search (demS)
training regiment during the relief-in-place
period. the training gave the deployed
brigade a far better understanding of the
soldier’s level of performance, enabling
highly eﬀective training simulations and
after action reviews.
29 EOD & Search Group – Jordan
a cct system is allocated to support two
eod & Search exercises conducted in Jordan
annually. the remainder of the time the
system supports 29 eod & Search group,
which was originally allocated to support
demS training regiment. the purpose of the
support is the mission rehearsal exercise
(mrx) of the taliSman route clearance
Squadron and consolidation of the eod &
Search task Force special to arms capability.
the main eﬀort is the authorization of the
eod and Search elements, with the latter
being intimately supported by cct. the
exercise is centered on Jabel batra a high
plateau region some 45 kms north east of
aqaba with all activities conducted in an
expeditionary manner from a tented main
operating base (mob).
Training Figures
up to october 2013 in excess of 90,000
individual training serials have been
conducted by cct, these include personnel
from: uk, auS, uS, danish, estonian, iSaF
and anSF.
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‘IEDs have caused the majority of
casualties in theatre and are expected to
be an enduring threat in the future.’
UK MoD 2012
operational capability and drive to reduce
causalities due to ieds.
cct training figures as october 2013.

Enduring Capability
there is a danger of not ‘learning the lessons’
of past operations when a peace dividend
meant a wholesale reduction of capability.
therefore, retention of an enduring credible
c-ied capability must be an operational
necessity, especially when ieds are the
preferred weapon of choice. it is clearly
essential that any training must provide an
objective output to provide both a
performance measurement and justified
cost analysis of the training benefit.
c-ied pyramid.

whilst it is diﬃcult to gauge the overall
success of cct accurately, the introduction
of the deployability of both the system and
the team optimizes the training resources by
focusing on enhancing skills of the
individual and the coherence of the
collective unit. indeed, by focusing the
eﬀort on the 60 % of tactics and procedures
to improve user use of the 30 % of
equipment, as illustrated by the c-ied
pyramid, the company can leverage
substance improvements and thus increase
the c-ied eﬀectiveness by investing in
personnel. when a map is made of the
introduction of cct across the uk mod
operational training cycle 2010 – 2013 it can
be seen that from the chart below a marked
drop in uk fatalities were sustained in
afghanistan. the project would not credit
itself solely for this reduction but has been
part of the great solution or ‘onion skin’ cied capability approach to improve the

"Saab have provided an excellent service
to Bastion Training Centre in
Afghanistan. The availability of
equipment and flexibility of the staﬀ
have been particularly impressive."
[Lt Col Steve Long, Comd BTC, 12 May 13]
Awards
in october 2011 Saab cct won the british
ministerial defence award. mr luﬀ, the
minister responsible for all mod equipment,
support and technology, awarded Saab the
highest honour, which can be presented to
industry by the mod. the honour was
bestowed in recognition of the significant
improvements to improvised explosive
device (ied) detection in afghanistan that
have been delivered by mix of cutting edge
training technologies, combined with a
world leading training delivery service. it is
the quickest urgent operational
requirement (uor) ever delivered on
operations.

hugh ward, roger lenffer, bjorn lindero, mark
Franklin, alan roan and members of the JbtSe
ipt collecting the minister for defence
equipment, Support and technology prize from
the rt hon peter luff mp – oct 2011.

Summary
the concept of outsourcing training to
credible contractors has developed over
many years and cct programme has
successfully demonstrated the advantages
of contractor delivered c-ied training,
providing the mod with an attractive
flexible option which manages their risk.
cct is unique in that it oﬀers the very best
training and validation coupled with being
delivered at the point of need.

"CCT brings a capability that allows us to
make an assessment and validation of
our own C-IED search training TTPs
which in turn reinforces our own
instructors' subjective assessments. It
has to be said that due to the experience
and excellent training they deliver the
IED strikes against us have remained
relatively low and the team have played
a huge part in that – the men deploy with
the skills and confidence to do the job. It
is my opinion that this capability must be
retained beyond Op HERRICK to train in
an enduring capacity."
UK MoD Spokesman 22nd May 2013.

Any view expressed are those of the author, and do
not necessarily represent those of SAAB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z9f_ BP89rA
This paper is an edited version of a paper submitted
to The Institute of Explosive Engineers Journal
Awards Competition 2014.
Donald Johnstone is Countering Threats Senior
Consultant at Explosive Learning Solutions, Oxford
Further information:
DJohnstone@explosivelearningsolutions.com

number of uk fatalities
in afghanistan
(source uk mod)
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Case study:

Arabian Explosives Company (AREX),
Ras
Al Khaimah, UAE
Paul Clark

by

ba FiQ miexpe, general manager arex

arabian explosives company llc (arex) is
based in the united arab emirates supplying
packaged explosives to the uae and
neighbouring gcc countries. arex was
formed in 1978 as joint venture between
local partners and the epc-groupe. due to
arex’s geographical location within the
epc-groupe it has always operated under
slightly diﬀerent rules and cultures. health
and Safety and environmental (hSe)
therefore has always been viewed slightly
diﬀerently compared with the rest of the
group’s operations within europe.
the philosophy within arex is that safety is
a priority, not an after-thought or bolt-on
addition which restricts eﬃciency and
productivity. the diﬀerent hSe challenges
faced at arex compared to most of other
explosives companies is mainly
communication related.
we are operating in the middle east where
the uae’s spoken and written language is
oﬃcially arabic; therefore all of our
paperwork related to the police and other
authorities is conducted in arabic. national
laws and regulations are published in arabic
without “oﬃcial” translations into other
languages, which can often create confusion
and misinterpretation. we operate under
strict police supervision due to the sensitive
nature of our business and geographical
location. this supervision includes 24 hour
armed police guards at our factory, armed
police escorts for raw material imports as
well as explosives deliveries. we have police
technicians supervising our magazine
storage and authorising all of our deliveries.
the police all speak in arabic, with very few
speaking little english and even less in other
languages.

none of our workforce is emirati, or has
arabic as their first language. like all
companies within the uae and most gcc
countries in general, our workforce consists
of immigrant workers from india, pakistan or
bangladesh amongst others. their own
languages vary considerably within their
native country, also the standard of
education in these countries is limited at
times, resulting in certain individuals
reading and writing skills been poor
compared to europe and other developed
areas. most of these people do not
understand hSe initially; their culture
doesn’t recognise hSe as a fundamental
value. you can see examples of a lack of hSe
in business and culture everyday on the
news or internet from these areas.
the countries and their citizens are still
developing and hSe is still a luxury to them
at times. we try to educate our employees to
change their culture regarding hSe and
apply best practice and awareness at work
and at home.
at arex we try to adopt and maintain
european standards regarding hSe. we
follow the epc-groupe procedures and
implement their policies. we frequently
translate site signage, documentation and
safety data sheets for all materials into
diﬀerent languages for ease of use.
whenever possible we use pictorial signage
so employees, police, contractors and
visitors can understand them more easily.
we carry out annual hSe training in both
english and various indian languages with
tests to confirm understanding. Since
introducing a neboSh qualified hSe

trainer/translator our employees
understanding and implementation has
increased beyond recognition. the SaFex
incident reports are also extremely useful as
a classroom tool. we use the lessons learnt
from these in our training programs and
they always create discussions. these
incident reports are incidents to which our
employees can relate, this material is
absorbed and often referred to at a later
date when creating a permit to work or
carrying out a risk assessment.
we have found that people are willing to
learn, if we give them the necessary tools
and understanding they will progress and
grow as individuals. the company benefits
in increased hSe performance and
ultimately in the bottom line profitability,
the employees are now working safer,
staying healthier with better attendance
records, as the hSe culture expands and
positive actions create further positive
reactions, all concerned benefit from the
improvements.
our employees are our greatest investment,
but also our greatest asset. let’s look after
them and lead our industry forward in a safe
and professional manner.
This article first appeared in the SAFEX
Newsletter series entitled “This is your Captain
speaking”, No.38, 3rd Quarter, 2011 and is
republished here with permission.
Further information: paul.clark@arabex.ae
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The Bennett file

The Bennett file
Our columnist John Bennett tells of the demise
of the Standard Pyro-Pak and others

it is now over thirty two years since i began
to produce Fireworks, the magazine for
firework enthusiasts and the trade. the
diﬀerences between that first issue and the
last could scarcely be greater, but more
significant is the diﬀerence in the firework
trade. there was a british manufacturing
industry where the largest – Standard,
brock’s, astra, pain’s, benwell to the smaller,
kimbolton – thrived – most making
fireworks for the shop trade. the contrast is
highlighted by the words of rev ronald
lancaster of his kimbolton Fireworks in the
latest issue of the magazine: ‘2017 will come
soon enough and we may have to decide
whether it is worth carrying on’. i think he is
referring to manufacturing, the firework
world without displays by kimbolton would
be inconceivable, but it is particularly
significant since kimbolton are the last
major british manufacturer – and then no
longer of shop goods.
the reasons are not diﬃcult to determine
and are little diﬀerent from those aﬀecting
british, and indeed western, industry as a
whole. cheap imports are the primary
reason - particularly from the Far east where
cheaper labour costs pertain and less
rigorous control is exercised. there is also a
perception that the chinese can oﬀer a
range of fireworks more imaginative than
that sourced at home. many apparently
modern eﬀects have been seen in this
country – ground spinners, missiles and
multiple eﬀect bangers for instance have
been seen here and have emanated from
british factories. there is even the story, told
by chris pearce in the latest issue of
Fireworks, of the Standard pyro-pak, a
complete display in a box and the forerunner of its modern equivalents lit by only
one fuse and supplying a range of eﬀects
with minimum eﬀort. John woodhead, a
director at Standard at the time of the pyropak, has told me that the firework was
magnificent when it worked – but there was
a good chance that it might not – a fact
which resulted in its abandonment before it
was put into wide-scale production. no
doubt more eﬀort would have been put into
fine tuning if economics could have
sustained its sale.

however, the chinese have learned all there
is to learn about such fireworks –
reproduced them and improved upon them.
but the chinese industry is itself changing.
wages are rising, expectation among the
population of a more satisfactory life-style is
increasing and safety legislation is
becoming more stringent; perhaps it will
eventually lead to similar production
diﬃculties experienced in the west. but that
will be a long time coming. even so, some,
particularly smaller, british firms have looked
at the possibilities of manufacturing on a
small scale, in niche markets such as
portfires. and been successful; wells
(dartford) and dean Fireworks being but
two. and others have looked at the
possibility of producing a small range of
shop goods which could be marketed as,
more expensive perhaps, but high-quality
merchandise. there is the suspicion that
these are romantics and sadly that may be
the case.
certainly the press has always been quick to
jump on fireworks as a source of danger
instead of pleasure and that has not helped.
the recent case of the m5 crash, whatever its
rights and wrongs, has shown the
authorities to be very quick to blame
fireworks for incidents where this has not
been borne out by investigation. there have
been ludicrous examples, too, of litigious
culture which has resulted, in uSa, in many
companies adding a cost to their customers
which covers claims – however bogus – and
many are. examples are those who
deliberately park cars near display sites so
that claims may be made. the cost of
defending is just too great – compensation
being cheaper.
authorities have been quick to take
measures to ensnare firework companies –
particularly trading standards authorities
employing under-aged ‘purchasers’ to trap
retailers selling to those not entitled to buy
fireworks because of their age. the dutch
government even have a Fireworks task
Force and this has had some success;
although there is no criticism of this body’s
exposure of firms selling illegal fireworks. it
employed a strategy, in the 2013 firework
season, of luring potential buyers to

the Standard pyro-pak (from chris pearce’s
collection. photos copyright chris pearce).

purchase from websites located in poland.
over five hundred fell into the trap. the
campaign achieved its aim of spreading
unease amongst purchasers who believed it
was safe to order illegal fireworks online. it is
one entrapment campaign that would
probably receive the support of legitimate
firework suppliers.
it is not easy being a ‘firework man’ and it is
getting harder all the time. it is sad to report
– returning to ron lancaster – that he has
admitted discouraging enthusiastic young
people from starting their own concerns – as
he did so successfully many years ago.
John Bennett is editor of Fireworks, a magazine for
enthusiasts and the trade. It is obtainable, by credit
card on the website www.fireworks-mag.org or, by
post, from Fireworks, PO Box 40, Bexhill TN40 1GX
Telephone: 01424 733050;
email: editor@fireworks-mag.org.
£10 annual subscription payable to Fireworks
Magazine.
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Sidney Alford Column

The views expressed
are those of the author:
Our columnist Sidney Alford MSc PhD
recounts the story of the 'wonder
shot'....
the vulcan – a small user-filled shaped
charge, injection moulded in plastic, loaded
with varying amounts of plastic explosive
and provided with a projectile selected from
several of various shapes and materials –
serves widely as a tool for the disruption of
mainly conventional munitions1, but it is
also a convenient tool for experimenting
with new explosives or innovative
projectiles, such as a marshmallow on one
occasion. its sales attest to its usefulness.
in one recent shot using the vulcan i used
about twenty grams of plastic explosive to
fire a conventional copper cone normal to
the surface of a large steel cylinder, some
185mm in outer diameter and with a wall
thickness of 6.4mm. the result was
absolutely characteristic of the charge thus
used: a small entry hole 8.6mm in diameter
and an exit hole on the opposite side of
5mm diameter.
that shot had been preceded by what was
intended to be an identical shot against the
same cylinder but that result amazed me. if i
could ascertain the diﬀerence and repeat
the first shot i could certainly patent an
invention describing a new class of shaped
charge and i would become rich and at least
infamous.
the wonder shot had proceeded thus: upon
pressing the button the target was
instantaneously obscured by an intense
white cloud which disappeared almost as
quickly as it had formed. when i examined
the target i saw that the round entry hole
was an astonishing approximation to 50mm
in diameter and the exit hole a no less
impressive 35mm. thus the amount of
obvious damage to the target was
approximately thirty times greater than i

had ever inflicted with such a charge before.
the edges of the hole were not rough and
smeared with copper but showed clean,
shiny steel. the cylinder suﬀered no other
distortion.
my brain whirled – or, at least, ticked faster.
explosive charges are thermally pretty
ineﬃcient tools but it is the remarkable
concentration of a small part of that energy
that endows shaped charges with their quite
remarkable properties. had i unwittingly
increased the proportion of useful energy?
had my charge gone nuclear? then the sad
truth dawned on me.
the high quality steel target had come from
a scrap yard and was none other than a large
gas cylinder which had originally contained
oxygen. the dealer had assured me that it
was empty but he told me that such
cylinders needed a visible perforation before
he could pass them on for melting down. in
return for some useful, high quality and
consistent targetry, i returned them suitably
perforated for further processing.
the dealer was quite right about its original
content but he was less correct – indeed, he
was downright wrong – about the cylinder
being empty: despite its rusty outside, it was
as full of high pressure oxygen as regulations
permit. thus the impact of the hot jet of
copper from the shaped charge no doubt
pierced no more than the 8mm hole
expected. about one square centimetre of
the impacted steel was instantaneously
raised to a temperature at which it would
oxidize superficially quickly in oxygen at one
atmosphere pressure and, not surprisingly,
ignites and burns with remarkable rapidity
at about two hundred atmospheres. i
remember that the divers used thermic
lance rods to burn through the hull of hmS
edinburgh in order to recover its cargo of
gold. the ship had been sunk in 800 feet of
water. they initially found that their lances
were violently consumed in about two
seconds, obliging them to feed them with, i
believe, ordinary air which, at the ambient
pressure at that extreme depth, had a more
the through and through
perforation of the cylinder.
the insert shows the size of
the charge behaving
normally.

appropriate partial pressure of oxygen for
burning steel at a manageable rate.
the initial shot holes in my cylinder (one on
entry and one on exit) grew rapidly as their
peripheries burned away in a flash in the
outrush of oxygen, allowing the compressed
gas to leave the cylinder extremely quickly
and adiabatic cooling upon expansion
caused the transient dense, white cloud.
once the oxygen had escaped, the ambient
air could no longer sustain the combustion
and the conduction of heat from the
burning surface cooled the burning surface
to an extent that it was left shiny and
untarnished.
the morals of this story are, first, that the
most spectacular of unexpected
observations do not automatically lead to
fame and riches and, second, that redundant
oxygen cylinders should be disposed of
while full rather than empty and made
available to inquisitive explosives engineers
and their children at a reasonable price.
____________________________
the company which recently blew down the
first batch of didcot’s cooling towers
announced a demolition time between 3am
and 5am “in the hope of keeping the gawpers
away”2. about 500 people nevertheless
turned up. one wonders what the
demolition company feared might befall
them.
the event reminded me of the felling of the
huge piper alpha platform3. when i was
asked by the press whether i knew at what
time it would be demolished, i replied that,
knowing that six tons of plastic explosive
were being sought for the operation, a
spectacular splash was to be expected and a
wealth of dead fish would be floating on the
surface and resting on the seabed for the
gathering up. if they were going to hire a
helicopter to film the event they would be
well advised to turn up at least an hour
earlier than whatever time they had been
given and just hover because the company
carrying out the operation would surely not
wish it to be broadcast on that evening’s
television. my advice was not taken but
occidental kindly provided them with film
showing a row of gentle splashes
presumably resulting from the small charges
used to separate the twin towers standing
on the seabed before the “real” charges were
fired.
_________________________
1 Ibid. September 2004
2 The Independent , 28th July 2014
3 Explosives Engineering, Summer 1989
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Industry News

Industry
News
The Explosive Regulations, 2014.
the hSe explosive legislative review team have confirmed that the new
regulations (Statutory instrument 1638 of 2014) have been made. having
been laid before parliament on July 1st and managed the 28 days without
being prayed against, they are now confirmed. you can find a copy of
these regulations at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/
1638/contents/made and this document can be downloaded as a pdf.
the regulations come into force on 1st october, 2014 with the exception
of regulation 33(7) - repackaging of a civil explosive and regulation 36 –
record keeping in relation to civil explosives, together with the
enforcement of these two provisions, which come into force on 5th april,
2015. this is in line with the present timescale for these provisions in the
identification and traceability of explosives regulations 2013 which will
then be no more.
on the operative dates, the new regulations revoke and will replace :
• the control of explosive regulations, 1991(coer)
• the placing on the market and Supervision of transfers of explosives
regulations, 1993 (pomSter)
• the marking of plastic explosives for detection regulations 1996
(mopedr)
• the manufacture and Storage of explosives regulations 2005 (mSer)
• the identification and traceability of explosives regulations 2013 (itoer).
• the security of explosives requirements made previously under
Section 23 of the explosives act, 1875.
as the new regulations come into eﬀect, the existing hSe guide to
pomSter and the approved code of practice to mSer are also to be
withdrawn. hSe have been working with interested parties in the
explosive sector and the other regulators on appropriate guidance to the
explosive sector. these consultations have resulted in the compiling of an
overarching safety guidance document and a separate overarching
guidance document specifically addressing the security features in the
regulations. to assist the diﬀerent sub-sectors, guidance documents on
the regulations as they apply to that sector have also been prepared.
there are about 7 which include areas such as manufacture and Storage,
Fireworks, Shooting etc. and it is the intention these guides will be made
available over the summer, before the regulations are in operation.
given the new regulations, of necessity, have re-arranged how we
presently relate to the legislation in the above areas, we are planning to
compile explanatory notes. these will focus on what the changes, both in
terminology and in approach, have been made during the consolidation
of the above pieces of legislation. these will be placed in both future
copies of Explosives Engineering and on the institute website.
hSe have added a ‘landing page’ for the new regulations to their website
at www.hse.gov.uk/explosives/news/new-regulations.htm. it has links to
the legislation and published guidance as well as a description of how the
guidance framework is expected to fit together and be used.
it is safe to say that much in the new regulations will be familiar both in
requirements and the words used. there is a need to make the transition
as problem free as possible and the legal and procedural sub-committee
will be fielding any queries that may arise from the regulations and
subsequent guidance.

Tony Slate aiexpe legal and procedural Sub-committee
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The review of standards
for thermal protection
PPE in the
Explosives
Industry
this review (research report
rr1002), {http://www.hse.gov.
uk/research/rrhtm/rr1002.htm},
by peter watkins of hSl is a
welcome and important addition
to the explosives operators’ library.
For the first time in a long time it
addresses the issue of a massive
thermal dose delivered to a worker over probably an
extremely short period of time. this is a vastly diﬀerent
regime from the lower dose delivered over a significantly
longer time, which forms the basis of the selection
criteria for many ppe items. the report shows that the
thermal output from a fairly small amount of propellant
is several times larger than the standard thermal dose
used in ppe assessment for routine industrial use.
burn injury severity is typically estimated by the medical
profession as a baux score, in which age plus percentage
of body burn area equals likelihood of mortality. So, a 40
year old worker with 10% area of his body having
suﬀered burns will have a 50:50 chance of survival.
Significantly the report has also recognised the
importance of an assessment of the inhalation of hot or
burning combustion products. it cites an important
reference which shows that this often-neglected eﬀect is
responsible for a 17% increase in burn severity. it makes
it clear in the review that previous work shows that
when inhalation injury is present, as little as 30% burn
area can result in a 50% mortality rate.
the review compares the explosives industry worker
with workers in the oﬀshore oil industry, where a
thermal dose lethality criterion has already been
suggested. there is a comparison made between
oﬀshore workers and explosives workers - this
comparison serves to show just how carefully any
assumptions about one’s own work force must be made,
especially if the selection of ppe is based on these
assumptions.
the deadline for sugggestions is by 20th october
2014.the important recommendations which peter
watkins makes are that ppe, whether made from
traditional materials or newer ones such as semi-carbon
composites, should be carefully tested against the threat
which they are intended to mitigate. the test results
should then be examined in the light of the human
vulnerability data and the explosives processing
conditions so that an informed decision may be made
regarding the selection of appropriate ppe for the task.

Ian McKay ceng mphil bSc diph&S Fimm Fiexpe

Industry News

Didcot power station
towers demolished
three enormous cooling towers at the disused didcot a power
station in oxfordshire were demolished on 27th July 2014. the
blast conducted with more than 180kg of explosives, flattened
36,000 tonnes of material in seconds and was streamed live
online. the coal-fired power station had ceased generating in
march 2013 and had dominated the skyline around the town
since 1970. the towers stood at 375 ft (114m) and were
designed to cool 9 million gallons of water per hour.
hundreds of people had gathered to watch the towers come
down at 05.01 bSt, despite warnings of a huge dust cloud.
the decision to carry out the demolition before sunrise was
criticised by some residents. the hSe, thames valley police
and network rail had advised that the demolition should
take place at an early time as safety had to come first.
mark coleman, managing director of demolition firm coleman
and company said well done to all involved and thanked the
local citizens.
Further information:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/ukengland-oxfordshire

Ammunition Technical Oﬃcers Course –
invitation for project titles

r ecr u itme nt

Project Engineer – Defence Manufacturing Sector

Munitions/Pyrotechnics/EOD
“Strong focus on design, product development,
project management & troubleshooting”
Based - Lincoln
C£40,000 - £45,000 + benefits
Our client, is an accredited ISO 9001/ ISO 14001 business. The role focuses on
designing, developing and qualifying existing/new products in-line with the
commercial expectations of the business. Providing support across all key areas of
the business from Production to the Sales.
The successful candidate will hold a minimum HNC in Engineering (mechanical),
alternatively Materials/Science discipline with relevant manufacturing/
engineering exposure. You will demonstrate general and specific knowledge of
working in a technical environment and aligned product category and will have
“hands on” experience of taking manufacturing based projects from design
concept into production.
In addition you will display a strong knowledge of design, product development,
project creation, problem solving and project management within a highly
responsive SME environment. You will be confident in front of customers and show
an appreciation of business demands. You will also have strong troubleshooting
skills, a “common sense” approach to problem solving and be highly IT literate, in
particular with MS Excel and Solidworks.
please view the full body of the requirement online at
http://iexpe.org/notices/project-engineer-defencemanufacturing-sector
or send your cv quoting ref 14/1837 to
david Smalley at daniels Smalley partnership, pencoed
technology centre, pencoed cF35 5h
email david@dspsearch.co.uk

each year the ammunition technical oﬃcers’ (ato) course, at the
defence academy, conducts mSc level projects in Syndicate.
the allocated projects are funded (just £1500 each) and supervised
by cranfield university and military instructors.
the course leader requires challenging and interesting project suggestions,
preferably with a real defence or civil requirement which will inspire the
students to ‘make a diﬀerence’ by the results of what they do. the projects often,
but not always, include live explosive or ballistic
trials (of their own design) and may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the design, build and test a new complete munition,
warhead, pyrotechnic or propulsion system.
investigate explosive phenomena.
design/test novel armour.
build and assess a munition design (possibly
blast mitigation trial using
dyed blastsax©
historical).
devise and test new render safe or demil’ techniques.
test and/or enhance explosive safety or mitigation systems.

in principle, the projects should be interesting and inspiring. those suggesting
a project will receive an invitation to the project presentations on 10 Jun 2015
and will usually receive a copy of the project report and relevant data. no
funding is required, although some sponsors may oﬀer guidance and assistance
of some kind. the output quality has been very high in recent years: in 2014, all
four projects led to inspire further work in dStl and defence.
already this year we are already considering explosive related projects in the
fields of a civil aviation protection and maritime smoke screening, which may be
of interested to some. if you are interested in oﬀering assistance or suggesting a
project title please contact ian Scattergood (iscattergood.cmt@da.mod.uk).
the deadline for sugggestions is 20th october 2014.

Fake bomb detectors
a couple face jail after being found guilty of
making bogus bomb detectors in their garden
shed. husband and wife Samuel and Joan tree
made “outlandish claims” that their devices could
track down explosives and drugs. alpha 6,
marketed through company keygrove, were simply
plastic boxes made in china with an antennae
strapped onto them and torn-up pieces of paper
inside, and sold for uS$2000 ( £1,171). about 1500
devices were made in their back garden and sold to
agents, suppliers and to police and security
services around the world. they claimed that the
alpha 6 could detect substances as small as 15
billionths of a gram at a range of up to 500 metres,
powered simply by static electricity from the user’s
body.
they were found guilty at the old bailey on 1st
august 2014 for making an article for use in a fraud
between January 2007 and July 2012 and have
been released on bail prior to sentencing. they
have been warned they face a custodial sentence.
this follows a long line of british con artists making
fake bomb detectors which include garry bolton,
James mccormick and anthony williamson, all
brought to justice.
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Conference / Exhibition Diary

In a flash:
Bob
Woolley

Conferences
Exhibition Diary
ORDNANCE MUNITIONS AND EXPLOSIVES SYMPOSIUM
Defence Academy of the United Kingdom, Shrivenham, 30th September to 1st October, 2014

bSc miQ miexpe

on behalf of the Sector Skills Strategy group (SSSSg) of the explosives industry and
cranfield defence and Security, the theme will be “design for safety of ordnance,
munitions and explosives and their associated facilities”. there will be four strands to
this theme: equipment, facilities, people and policy.
Further information: www.symposiaatshrivenham.com
See details on page 28.

A SAFER FUTURE: INNOVATION IN MINE ACTION INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
London, Royal Geographical Society, 15th September 2014
Further information: nigel ellway, co-ordinator all party parliamentary group
on explosive weapons of conflict including landmines, email: nigel@appglandmines.co.uk

ICAO 2014 SYMPOSIUM ON INNOVATION IN AVIATION SECURITY
International Civil Aviation Organisation Headquarters, Montreal, Canada,
21st to 23rd October 2014
Further information: www.icao.int/meetings/SiaS

TRANSPORT SECURITY EXPO
Olympia, London, 2nd and 3rd December 2014
Further information: info@nineteen-events.com

IMEMTS INSENSITIVE MUNITIONS & ENERGETIC MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
SYMPOSIUM
Sheraton Roma Hotel and Conference Centre, Rome, Italy, 18th to 21st May 2015
Further information: www.imemts2015.com

Be a Winner and have your
paper/article published

£500
cash prizes!

The Institute of Explosives
Engineers, IExpE, Journal
Awards Competition 2015

write on any
explosiverelated topic,
papers/articles
to be no more
than 3500
words as word
document

Four cash prizes of £500
plus an engraved tankard
each

competition prize categories
deadline for submission for
l
Student members and
the Journal awards: 14th
non-members of iexpe
november 2014
l
associate members of iexpe
Further information:
l
members of iexpe
www.iexpe.org
l
Fellows of iexpe
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your age: 51
Occupation: employed at epc-uk
Current position: Services manager north
Responsibilities in job/work activities:
i am responsible for maintaining and
developing the business across the region,
including the utilisation of bulk explosives
trucks, drilling rigs and personnel.
Why are you involved in IExpE? i work in
the explosives industry and being a
member was the natural thing to do.
What are the benefits for you of the
IExpE? For me the main benefits are
keeping abreast of new developments and
technology. it also helps me to maintain my
cpd and keep in touch with others in the
industry.
What alternative career might you have
followed? as a child i always wanted to be
a pilot in the royal air Force.
Who do you most admire on the current
world stage and why? i admire all the
individuals who travel to the world’s trouble
spots and disaster areas to care for refugees
and other displaced people.
Who would you most like to meet from
any century and why? i would like to meet
some of the early geologists from the 18th
and 19th centuries. this was a time of great
discovery when the accepted teachings
about the history of the earth were starting
to be challenged and overturned.
What are your favourite activities/
hobbies? when time and weather permits i
enjoy a round of golf.
What is your ideal holiday? Staying with
friends in the ras al khaimah, where you
have the mountains, the beach and the
desert all within a few minutes drive.
What is your favourite type of food?
indian, but i also enjoy a traditional Sunday
lunch.

A JOHNSTONE

Explosives Engineers
Educational and
Research Trust
the trust was formed in 1982 to
advance the theoretical and practical
education and training of persons
engaged in the explosives engineering
industry by the provision of training
courses and the publication of technical,
educational and informative material
together with the financing of research
and the provision of scholarships to
assist with courses of study in the field
of explosives engineering.

Tel: 01461 500 567
Email:
johnstone3611@btinternet.com

Rock Drilling and
Blasting Contractor
Quarries, Opencast Mines,
Controlled Blasting, Presplitting,
Civil Engineering Projects

R J Blasting
(Scotland) Ltd
Tel 01290 552121
Fax 01290 552930
E-mail:enquiries@rjblasting.co.uk
Drilling and Blasting for
Quarrying, Open Cast and
Civil Engineering projects

Rock Fall Co. Ltd
For more information and how to apply
for a grant visit:
info@explosivesengineerstrust.com

Tel 01563 851302
Fax 01563 851063
E-mail:info@rock-fall.com
Drilling and Blasting Contractor
specialising in executing harbour
and channel deepening,
foreshore trenching and
marine drilling and blasting
works throughout the world

To advertise your
company's products
and services in the
Journal please
contact Gordon Hunt
Telephone:
+44 (0)1726 832594
Email:
design@gordon-hunt.co.uk

A Safer Future:

Innovation in Mine-Action

International Conference
Royal Geographical Society, London
Monday 15th September 2014
"Millions of people live with the fear of landmines. And every day
people die or suﬀer horrific injuries from abandoned weapons
left behind after conflict".
mine-action is at the bedrock of delivering a safer environment
for communities blighted by conflict and creates an environment
in which reconstruction and development can then take place.
no millennium development goal can be achieved without the
peace and security that mine-action delivers.
with new conflicts and new usage of weapons the environment
in which mine-action takes place is changing.
this conference will bring together mine-action and associated
organisations, academics, victim support and international
development groups to discuss and plan for a safer and faster
way to deliver the pillars of ‘mine-action’.

Ticket prices
entrance to conference and evening reception hosted by Find a
better way. delegates £150, Students & members of the institute
of explosive engineers £75

Places are strictly limited - to book your place please visit:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/a-safer-future-innovation-inmine-action-tickets-12414751857

IExpE Journal calls for papers
Deadline for December 2014 issue is October 31st.
1500 - 3000 word articles and papers will be
considered for publication
and should be accompanied by digital illustrations
eg. photographs, drawings and tables.
E mail the Editor: editor@iexpe.org

